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BATHY1CETRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE HYPROIpS.

SECTION I. „ Introduet ip,n.

The hydroids, for many reasons, form an excellent

subject for a distribut ional study. Besides being one

of the most primitive and undifferentiated groups of the

iletazoa, they enjoy the distinction of being one of the

oldest metazoan groups in point of geologic time; their

ancestors were the Graptolite3, which flourished most

abundantly during the Silurian, but whose earliest known

remains are from Cambrian rocks, and which must therefore

have arisen during the Archaean. The first fossil specimen

which bears a direct resemblance to the hydroids of the

present was found in Cretaceous rocks, and has been iden-

tified as a species of Hydractinia, one of the athecate

hydroids. Probably at no time during their history have

the hydroids been anything but a marine group, with the

exception of the very few fresh-water forms which have been

recorded up to the present time. There have thus been no

such barriers to migration as have influenced the distri-

bution of land animals, nor has the spread of the human

- race affected the distribution of the hydroids and other

marine organisms except to a very slight extent, in a way

to be noted later.

The hydroids are remarkable, in comparison with nearly

all other marine animals, in their extremely wide and uni-

form geographic range, and in extending vertically from the
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shore to about 3,000 fathoms* depth. This not only in-

dicates an exceedingly great adaptability to changing

conditions of life, but also it is plain that many distur-

bing natural factors have entered into the lives of the

ancestral hydroids to start such a spreading out from

their regions of origin, and that their distribution is

being constantly modified and extended by the same fac-

tors today a3 when the distribution began.

Ever since Trambley , in 1744, demonstrated the ani-

mal nature of hydroids, they have been collected and stu-

died by a large number of investigators in all parts of

the world, mostly during the last century. The various

marine scientific expeditions, beginning, so far as data

for the purposes of this paper are concerned, with the

voyages of the "Rattlesnake" in 1B52 and the "Challenger"

in 1673-6, have brought in their collections of hydroids.

The stocks contained in museums have been overhauled, and

numbers of private collections have been described, so that

in an up-to-date bibliography of the literature pertaining

to the distribution of hydroids we have papers dealing

with the hydro id fauna of a large portion of the shores

and continental shelves of the world, with an extensive

record of the dredging stations in deeper waters.

Up to the present time, however, there has been no

comprehensive attempt to assemble the great volume of
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accumulated data regarding the world-distribution of the

hydroids. Llany writers have fully discussed the hydroid

faunas of certain regions; others have studied the influ-

ence of physical and biological conditions on the entire

faunas of restricted regions; "but no one has as yet com-

bined the two in an attempt to explain the present dis-

tribution of the hydroids as seen in the statistics of the

various investigators and expeditions, by summing up the

physical and biological conditions affecting this one

group.

The purpose of this paper, then, is twofold: -First

,

to sum up as briefly as possible the principal factors

which in any way influence the lite-history and distri-

bution of the hydroids; second, to discuss in some detail

the present distribution of each of the fourteen families

of hydroids in turn. To this end I have attempted the

well-nigh impossible task of recording all the known hy-

droids, with the localities and depths at which they have

been found. Obviously such a list, which in tabular form

accompanies Section IV of this paper, is incomplete.

This is due in part to the limitations of library facilities,

and in part to the much-tangled taxonomy of the group.

I feel, however, that I have collected sufficient of the

existing records so that, in spite of a very small number

of omissions and repetitions, the conclusions drawn from

the list as it stands are reliable for the entire group.

»•«**«**«*#*•**•»********»•
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Although the systematic discussion of the hydro id

families, genera, and species will n ot be taken up until

Section IV of this paper, it seems be3t to insert at this

point a rough classification of the families to be con-

sidered, together with a list of their recognised genera.

The taxonomic key given below is translated from Dr. E.

Stechow' s second papjr on the hydro ids of the east coast

of Japan ( Stechow: 19G9 ) • The list of genera is from the

same paper, with a few additions and corrections where

prevailing scientific usage has seemed to warrant them.

The number of species to each genus is from my own list.

Corvnidae: - Tentacles all capitate; sometimes the

proximal whorl are filiform or tentacles may be entirely

lacking:-
Acaulis 1 species
Actinogonium 1 "

Bibrachium 1 "

Ceratella 4
Cladocoryne 4 n

Coryne lo
Corynitie 1 "

Dicoryne 4 "

Dendrocoryne 2 "

Gemmaria 4 "

Halocharis 2 w

Hydrichthella 1
Hydrichthys 2 "

Hydrocoryne 1 M

Kyriothela 7 M

Sync cry ne 11 16 genera. 61 species.

Clavidae: - Tentacles filiform, scattered or (usually)

in more than two whorls, occasional^ reduced:-
A3cidioclava 1 species
Balella 1
Campaniclava 1 "

Clava 5 w

Cordylophora 2 "

Corydendrium 7 1

Endocrypta 1 w
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^onobrachium 1 species
Rhizogeton 2 "

Khizohydra 1
Tub iclava 5 "

Turris 1 "

Turritopsis 1 w 13 genera . 29 species

Hydro laridae : - Only two filiform tentacles. Hypos tome

knobbed:-
Lar 1 species

1 ge nus, 1_ 3pec ies_

Ec^gainvillidae:- Tentacles filiform, in one whorl,

hypos tome conical. Hydranth not sharply marked off from

hydro caulus :«

Bimeria 12 species
Bougainvillia 8 *

Calyptospadix 1 "

Clathrozoon 1 w

Clavactinia 1 "

Clavopsella 1 n

Corynopsis 1
Cionistes 1 "

Hydractinia 25 "

Hydrodendrium 1 "

Keratosum 1 "

Parawrightia 1
Perigonimus 28 "

Podocoryne 8 "

Provutella 1 "

Stylactis 4 " 16 genera. 95 species.

Pennaridae:- Oral tentacles capitate, aboral tentacles

filiform:

-

Cla.donema 2 species
Heterostephanusl "

Pennaria 4 "

Stauridiosarsial
Rhizotricliea 1 "

Vorticlava 3 n 6 genera. 12 species.

Eudendridae:- Tentacles filiform, in one whorl. Hypo-

stome kno /bed. Hydranth sharply marked off from hydro-

caul us:

-

Eudendrium 39 species
1 genus . 59 species,.
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Tubularidae:- All tentacles filiform, in two separate

whorls. (see also Balella, of the Clavidae.}:-
Amalthea 4 species
Branchi o c e r ianthus

2
Corymorpha 7

Ectopleura 3
Gymnogonos 1
Hybocodon 2
Hypolytus 1
Lampra 5

ITemopsis 1
Pelagohydra 1
Tubular ia 35 " 11 genera. 52 species.

Halecidae :» Hydrothecae flat, campanulate, operculum

absent ( ungedeckelt) ,
hydrothecae lacking in the primitive

forms, funnel-shaped or hemispherical. Hydranths very

large, incapable of retraction into hydrothecae, often with

a series of connections (Einschnurung) between the circlet

of tentacles and the hydranth-body . Hypos tome conical;

occasional medusae:

-

Campalecium 1 species
Halecium 55 M

Hemitheca 1
Hyaranthea 2
Ophiodissa 6 "

Phylactotheca 1 w
6 ge nera, 66 spec ies.

Campanul in i dae

:

- Hydrothecae bell-shaped or tubular,

free, always and invariably deep(i.e. with an operculum,

except in Tetrapoma) . Hypostome conical. Gonothecae always

single, never in special groups. Medusae or sporosacs:-
Calycella 3 species
Campanul ina 10 "

Cuspidella 5 n

Lafoeina 3 "

Lovenella 4 "

Opercularella 4 "

Stegopoma 2 "

Tetrapoma 1 "

Zydactyla 1 w
,9 genera. 33 species.
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Lafoeidae:- Hydrothecae deeply beel-shaped to deeply

tubular ( langrohrenformig) , free or sessile, mostly without

septum between hydrotheca and stalk, always with basal

space (Ba3alraum) . Hydrothecal margin untoothed and

usually without an operculum. Hypostome conical. Gono-

thecae mostly in special groups. Almost no medusae:-
Bonneviella 4 species
Cryptolaria 11
Grammar ia 9 "

Halls iphonia 1 "

Hebella 11 M

Lafoea 20 "

Lictorella 9

Scandia 1
Toichopoma 1 "

Trichydra 1 "

Zygophylax 6 11 genera, 74 species.

Campaniu.ta.ri aae

:

- Hydrothecae on stalks, bell-shaped,

free, no operculum, clearly marked off from their 3talks;

basal sj^ace betvaen hydrotheca and stalk, separated by a

diaphragm. Hypostome knobbed. Medusae or sporosacs:-
Campanularia 62 species
Clytia 26
Gonothyraea 7 w

Obelia 27
Orthopyxis 7

Silicularia 8 "

Thaumantias 1 " 7 genera. 138 species.

Synthecidae:- Hydrothecae arranged in two rows,

smooth-rimmed, bilateral, operculum absent . Gonothecae

always single. Hypostome conical. ITo medusae:

-

Hypopvxis l species
Lyto3cyphus 1 "

Synthecium 14 w 3 genera. 16 species.

Sertularidae; - Hydrothecae always with a flat oper-

culum( except in the mo3t primitive genera), sesiile,

bilateral, arranged in one row. Hypostome conical. "o

medusae:

-
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Abietinaria 20 spec
Calamphora 1
De3rao3cyphu3 2
Dictyocladium 4 »

Diphasia 25 tt

Hydrallmania 4 n

Idiella 1 it

Lineolaria 2 ti

Odontotheca 2 it

Pasythea 2 n

Selaginopsis 20
Sertularella 96 tt

Sertularia 60 it

Staurotheca 3 it

Stereo theca 1 tt

Thuiaria 40 ft

Thuiella 1 ii

Thyro3cyjphu3 5 it 18 genera, 28 9 spec ies*

Plumularidae;- Hydro thecae ses3ile, bilateral, always

in a single row (einreihig), operculum absent. Hypostome

conical. ITematophores always present; no medusae:-
Acantho c ladi urn . 1 species
Acladia 1 tt

Aglaophenia 88 «

Aglaophenopsis 3 it

Antenella 6 tt

Antenellopsis 2 tt

Antennopsis o
ii

Antennularia 12
Callicarpa 1 it

Calvinia 1 tt

CI adocarpus 20
Diplopteron 3 ti

Gattya 1 n

Halicornaria 23 w

Halicorno^sis 1 tt

Halopteris 1 ti

Hemicarpus 1 tt

Heteroplon 1 ti

Hippurella 1 ft

Lyto carpus 20 ti

Monostaechas 2 it

Mo no theca 2 it

iTemerte3ia 7 ti

iTudi theca 1 tt

Ophinella 1 tt

Plumularia 79 ii

Polyplumularia 2 tt

Pycnotheca tt

Schizotricha 7 n

Sciurella 1 tt

Streptocaulus 1 tt

The cocarpus 9 tt 32 genera. 30 7 3pecie3.
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Total;- 150 genera, 1222 species.

There have also been a number of species to which I

have seen reference made, but who3e distribution I have

been unable to learn. They are probably authentic, and

are listed as follows :-

Aglaophenia parva (Piepsr)
A. reflexa (Pennington)
Campanularia chinensis (Marktanner-Turneretscher

)

Clytia flavidula (Metschnikoff

)

Eudendrium armatum ( Tichomiroff

)

Ichthyocodium sarcotretis (Jungersen)
Lyto3cyphu3 subrufus (Jaderholm)
r.udiclava monocanthi( Lloyd)
Perigonimus belgicae (Vanhoffen)
P. cirratu3 (Hartlaub)
P. corii (Hadzi)
P. georginae(Hadzi)
P. steinachi (Jickeli)
Ptilocodium repens (Coward)
Sacculina areno3a (Bale)
Sertularia humilis (Armstrong)
Zygodactyla cra33a (Agjgassiz)

• #»» *»****»*####****#»»*##*#*»*****»*»***»»
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SECTION I I. Factors in Dis tribution.

Throughout the animal kingdom, mode of life and

distribution are largely the result of environmental

conditions, and this is particularly true among the more

primitive forms. Animals which spend most of their live3

in a fixed condition are much more susceptible to sur-

rounding influences than animals which possess the power

of locomotion, since the latter may seek out more favor-

able environment while the former cannot. The hydro ids

are both primitive and fixed, and are therefore good

subjects on which to study the effects of marine environ-

ment.

The conditions found in the sea group themselves

naturally under two heads: first, the physical conditions;

second, the biological conditions. The attempt will be

made, in the next few page3, to demonstrate the effect of

the various phy 3 ical and biological factors upon the life

and distribution of the hydro ids.

1. Physical Conditions.

The conditions obtaining in the sea-water and on the

sea-bottom are of course of the greatest importance in the

life of any marine organism, and they will here be dis-

cussed under the following head3: A. Salinity; B. Pressure;

C. Light; D. Temperature; E. Movements of watsr (tides and

currents); P. Nature of the base of attachment.
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A. Salinity.

The percentage of salts in solution in the sea-

water ha.3 been found by all records to be practically

constant. The average is 35 parts per thousand, although

in some regions the concentration becomes as high as

39 to 40 parts, or as low as 32 parts per thousand. The

concentration rarely exceeds these limits of variation,

except in such seas as the Baltic and Black Sea, where the

3alt water from the ocean forms but a small part of the

water, as compared with an immense volume of fre3h water

poured in by the large rivers.

It will be seen at once that there must be a greater

variety of concentration near the shores of a sea than in

its depths. The influx of fresh water from the rivers,

the large amounts of material received by drainage or

stirred up by wave action, and the larger amount of rain-

fall and evaporation relative to the total amount of sea-

water would all act to change the concentration of salts

in the shallow water near 3hore, where the absence of

these conditions far from shore would make for greater

uniformity.

Since the hydroid3 are almost universally a marine

group, the presence of two or three well-defined fresh-

water genera, including several species, ha3 led naturally

to numerous experiments on the effect of change in salin-

ity/
- upon various hydroids and medusae, and from this to

speculation a3 to the probable relations of fresh-water

and marine forms.
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It has long "been known that many hydro ids are able to

live in water of varying degrees of brackishness . Ian- .

kester (i86 0) records the occurrence of species of Laomedea,

Eucope , and Obelia on the West Boston bridge, exposed al-

ternately to fresh and salt water with the change of tide.

They were all in healthy condition and gave off large

numbers of medusae. Mayer (1910) says that Svncorvne

often grows in brackish pools, in about one-third saline

water, and that another species of the same genus grows

equally well in pure sea-water or in estuaries. All

hydxoids living in shallow water are exposed to more or

less variation in salinity, especially those living near the

mouths of streams, and yet no specific instance has ever

been recorded of a hydroid whose form or development was

in any way affected by change in salinity; it either

lives in such surroundings or does not. Forms which

live well in water of a great range of salinit3'- have

been called by Murray and H.jort euryhaline forms; those

living in deeper water, where constant salinity prevails,

they term gtenohali ne forms , and they claim that one of

the reasons for the deeper habitat is the inability of

such animals to withstand more than minute changes in

salinity. The euryhaline forms, almost without excep-

tion, live normally in shallow water.

On the other hand, we find that some of the fresh-

water hydroicis may grow well in brackish water. The
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best-known of the fresh-water hydro ids is Cordylophora

lac us t r i s ( Al lman ) . This has "been recorded by Allman,

Hincks , Gorman , and many others from strictly fresh-water

localities in Great Britain, and by A 1lman from the dock-

piles in the estuary of the Clyde, in brackish water. In

America, Heath has recorded it from the Illinois River, in

fresh-water, while in the w*oods Hole region it is recorded

by the U.S.Bureau of Fisheries Survey (1911) in fresh or

brackish ponds both on the mainland and on Martha1 s Vineyard.

Boulencer (1908) has found Cordylophora in Lake O.urun, in

Egypt, where the water is 1.34$ saline (brackish), and

he states that the hydro id shows no tendency to grow in

strictly fresh-water canals near the lake. Kirchenpauer

found Cordylophora in the estuary of the Elbe.

These two sets of observations lead to the question:

Lid the marine hydroids originate from fresh-water forms

like Cordylophora, or did the latter come originally from

the sea? VonLendenfeld (1886) believed that the fresh-

water hydroids, sponges, and rhizopods of Australia,

because of their resemblance to those of Europe, were the

ancestors of the marine forms, which were quite different

from the corresponding European forms. But practically

every other writer on the subject has believed in the

marine origin of the fresh-water hydroids. Boulenger

remarked that while Lake Qurun was now 150 miles from

the sea, the two were connected during the Pliocene,
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which may have "been the time at which Cordylorhora was

introduced. Moore (18 97-8) made a similar suggestion

while discussing a medusa, Limnocnida , in Lake Tanganyika

in Africa. Allman suggests ships a3 a means of trans-

porting Cordylophora up into the estuaries, whence they

may have worked into fresh water. Altogether, from the

evidence already noted, and from the fact that only half

a dozen of the twelve hundred hydroids have "been found in

fresh water, the logical conclusion is that the present

fresh-water forms were once marine.

We have already seen that salinity, among the marine

hydroids, plays a minor part in distribution.

B. Pressure..

According to all available evidence, pressure exer-

cises absolutely no influence on the distribution of the

hydroids. Idiella pristis . one of the Sertularidae , has

a bathymetr ical range of 0-1343 fathoms, Campanulina

dent iculata ranges from 0-28 45 fathoms, Hvdrallmania

falcana
t
another Sertularian, from 1-1100 fathoms, and a

range of several hundred fathoms is common. In species

having a wide bathymetrical range, the representatives

taken from deep water differ in no way from the shallow-

water forms. There are thus no adaptive modifications

which could be traced to pressure.
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p., Ljpftt.

The photic zone, or the zone of penetration of light

rays into the sea-water, extends at its maximum down to

about 500 fathoms, while the actinic rays of light have

teen found to. penetrate to about 833 fathoms. Has the

distribution of light any effect upon the distribution of

the hydroias, which extend far below the lowest point to

which light could possibly penetrate?

Little or no work has been done on the direct in-

fluence of light upon the growth and distribution of the

hydroids, and we know only that in general, for forms

living, in water less than 5C fathoms in depth, the presence

of light is favorable to growth and the absence of light

unfavorable to it. Mayer (1910) states that light is

absolutely essential for the normal growth and regeneration

of Pepnaria tiarella
,
and, to a lesser degree, for that of

Eutiendrium ramosum; but other than this and one or two like

records, there is little evidence to warrant more than thi3

general statement.

One instance of protective coloration has been recorded.

Hargitt (1908) says that Gemrraria gemmosa. one of the Cory-

nidae, is invariably associated with pink or orange colo-

nies of the bryosoa Schizo^orella and Membranipora, and that

the hydroid colony assumes the same color.

For animals living below the photic zone, rruch sig-

nificance has been attached to the prevalence of phosphor-
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escent light at great depths. It is well known that a

much greater proportion of deep-water hydro ids are phos-

phorescent than of hydro ids within the photic zone.

Andrew Murray was the first to suggest the utility of

this light, and Hutting (16 99, 1901) has expressed the

view that protozoa, crustacean larvae, and other minute

animals and plants known to "be phototropic , and which also

form a large part of the diet of the abyssal hydroids

,

are attracted to the hydroids "by their phosphorescent

light, which is therefore of use in the acquiring of food.

The direct influence of light, then, is not indispen-

sable to the economy of the hydroids. It does, however,

make for a greater abundance of fonns within the photic

zone, and is therefore one of the essential conditions in

an ideal environment.

The most potent influence exerted by light is an

indirect one, namely, its influence on the marine algae.

This is of great importance because of the widespread U3e

of these plants by the hydroids as bases of attachment f

a subject which will be discusses in Part P. of this

sect ion.

D. T empe rat ure..

The surface temperature of the ocean varies from 26

to 96 degrees P. , and the bottom temperature from below

30 to 70 degrees F. in various parts of the world. There

is considerable seasonal variation in the surface and
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shallow-water temperature of any region. At a depth of

100 fd thorns, this range may exceed 20 degrees F. , and it

"becomes progressively greater nearer the surface and

smaller in deeper waters, "below 100 fathoms. Obviously

the hydroids, with their extensive distribution, both as

to breadth and depth, are exposed to greatly varying

conditions of heat and cold.

McCrady (18 57) was one of the first to speculate on

the relation of temperature to the distribution of hydroids

and medusae. He compared the faunas of Charleston Harbor

and Messina, Sicily, both places having mean annual tem-

peratures of about 66 degrees F. , and found a number of

common forms. He found also that the fauna of Charleston

was related to that of Long Island Sound, Boston Harbor,

and Grand Manan, and also to that of western Europe,

from the British Isles to north-west Africa. He believed

temperature to be the principal factor in this relationship.

There is evidently a maximum range of endurable tem-

perature and a range of most favorable temperature for

every animal. For hydroids which have a cosmopolitan

distribution in depth, the range of both favorable and

endurable temp --ratures is very high, and they are able to

live in water of almost any temperature within the limits

for their kina. The great majority of all the hydroids,

however, depend largely on temperature to make their habi-

tat favorable or unfavorable, and it has long been
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recognized that certain groups of hydro ids are now found

predominantly in warm water, certain others in cold water,

and still others in both.

Pevvkes, in 1888, noticed that while some marine

invertebrates could range from 1-1000 fathoms, a ver;y

slight change in temperature would produce an instant ef-

fect. He also called attention to a relation between the

polar surface fauna and that of greater depths in lower

latitudes, taking this to indicate a repetition among

marine animals of Humboldt* s Law, which deals with the

modification of plants with altitude and the correspon-

dence of latitude with altitude. Unfortunately, since

Fewkes* paper there has been no real comparison of these

two faunas, so that beyond a few cases in which the law

doubtless holds true we have no evidence to substantiate his

theory.

It would perhaps be well at this point to review the

early history of the hydroids, since the changes through

which they have passed have been primarily the result of

temperature conditions, all other conditions being secon-

dary.

During the Tertiary period, the water in the polar

regions was of a much higher temperature than it has been

at any time since, and the hydroids are generally conceded

to have arisen within the polar areas. There are three

reasons for this concession:- First, with only two or three

notable exceptions, the hydro id families are at present
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mainly temperate or polar or both in their geographical

distribution; the exceptions (see Plumularidae)
t
although

apparently not of polar origin, may nevertheless be

traced with a considerable degree of continuity through

their migration from a cold-water source to their present

tropical habitat. Second, with the above-mentioned excep-

tions, hydroids at present reach their maximum size and

diversity in colder waters. Third, such scattered geologic

evidence as is available regarding the preglacial distri-

bution of the hydroids points to the fact that, in the

north at least, hydroids extended their range into even

higher latitudes than at present. There is no geologic

evidence to show that the geographical range of any hydro id

differed from this general plan during preceding periods.

The great arctic and antarctic glaciers of the Jt^xeis-

tocene caused a drop in temperature, during which a large

number of hydroids, unable to stand the change, were elim-

inated from the polar regions, only their representatives

in temperate or tropical waters surviving. At the end of

the Pleistocene there still remained in arctic and ant-

arctic waters representatives of the essentially polar

groups, and these have become the holarctic or circumpolar

forms of today. Those which were forced out by the cold

continued their spread through temperate and tropica.1

waters, and made up the groups which today are identified

with warmer waters.

Since that time, distribution of two kinds has been
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going on: horizontal and vertical. The former has been

impelled largely by ocean currents, and has resulted in

some cases in a secondary movement of tropical or temperate

forms toward the poles. There is reason to believe from

the evidence of fossils that isolated arctic regions, such

as Norway and the east coast of Greenland, were warmer

after the glacial era than they are now, and this can have

been due only to contact with warm currents, such as the

Gulf Stream, which even today sends a branch as far north

as Spitzbergen. But this movement is relatively unimpor-

tant. Its most striking irrampl e among the hydroids is the

finding of three species of Afllaophenia . a tropical Plumu-

larian, in a "warm spot" off the coast of Norway by M. Sars .

Vertical distribution has not been impelled by any

particular force, but has been simply the natural spread of

any animals through a region so long as favorable environ-

ment exists. This vertical spread is of course governed by

the animal's ability to adapt itself to changes in light,

temperature, pressure, food supply, and base of attachment.

At about 100 fathoms, the world over, is a region known as

the "mud-line, " the region in which all the fine organic

detritus from shallower waters of the continental shelves

comes to rest. This line forms a fairly distinct ooun-

dary between the region of light, higher temperature, and

abundant algae above, and the cold, dark, barren region

below. A surprisingly large number of hydroids have never
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penetrated "below the mud-line, and these are almost uni-

versally forms which in other ways have shown themselves

unable to stand a very low temperature. Hydro ids found

"below the mud-line, on the other hand, are nearly all

widely distributed, indicating greater hardiness and

adaptive power.

A feature common to hydroida inhabiting very cold water,

either in polar region3 or at great depths, is the absence

of free medusae. There are almost none in polar waters, and

a very rare case of a medusa found below the mud-line was

recorded by Sars , who dredged a medusa-bearin-r species of

Perigonimu3 from 400 fathoms. This was probably in one

of the numerous warm spots off the coast of Korway, since

medusae are almost never found below the mud- line. This

indicates that temperature undoubtedly affected the hydroida

in relation to their mode of reproduction. Those having

a free medusa-stage are for some reason unable to stand

great cold, and their spread is accordingly limited, while

those having no free medusae are more widely spread, in

all temperatures. This is supported by the fact that in

temperate waters, medusae appear only in the warm season,

and in the tropics all the year around. Verrill and Allen'_b

rule for birds and llerriam' s for terrestrial plants and

animals certainly seems to hold true in the case of the

hydroids, namely, that the limits of distribution are de-

termined by the temperature at the "breedi ng .season only .

In this way we account for the striking similarity
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between the polar shallow-water fauns ana that at greater

depths nearer the equator, re can see also that tempera-

ture is a particular 1: important factor in regulating the

migrations of the hydro ids from their early polar habitat

to the more extensive regions which they now occupy.

Temperature may also "be called to account for the

greater number of species and individuals in the tropics

than in colder waters, and the larger number in shallow-

water than "below the mud-line. Van t* Hoff* 3 Law, that the

velocity of a reaction is doubled or trebled when the tem-

perature is increased by 16 degrees ]r.,is equally appli-

cable to biochemical reactions. The rate of metabolism,

of reproduction, and hence in the long run of differen-

tiation into species, is thus more rapid with the higher

temperature which obtains in the tropical regions, and

these in consequence have the most abundant and varied

faunas

.

There is a theory of bipolar ity wnich assumes the

presence of an archaic abyssal fauna, similar in charac-

ter to both arctic and antarctic faunas; the theory is

based on the apparently large number of 3pecies common to

both. Of the 46 species of hydroids in the accomparying

li3ts which are recorded from the Antarctic province,

only 18 are likewise recorded from any point north of

western Europe ( Kartlaub records 17 bipolar species), and

of these 10 have a cosmopolitan distribution effected by

other means. Regarding the 8 which remain to indicate
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any such -ancestral abyssal hydro id fauna, there is such

a strong probability that they have been overlooked in the

intervening provinces and do actually occur in the more

moderate depths between, that this theory i3 considered

unfounded with regard to hydro ids, just as others have

shown it to be unfounded with regard to other marine animals.

Unlike many other groups, the hydro id3 do not require

a high temperature to attain their maximum si^e. A large

number of the largest hydroids, including some of the

Tubularidae, Lafoeidae, and Sertularidae , live exclusively

in arctic or subarctic waters, and a number of writers

have noticed that in the cases of hydroid3 found in cold

and warm waters alike, the cold-water form3 are the more

robust

.

Hilgendorf (18 98) records an interesting example of

adaptation to extreme cold. Obelia nirrrocaulu3 (Hilg.)

has developed a deeply pigmented black peri3arc as a pro-

tection against the winter frosts.

The one matter remaining to fee discussed under the

head of temperature i3 seasonal variation in distribution.

In the frigid and torrid ssones, where the temperature of

the water remains nearly constant throughout the year,

seasonal variation of any sort i3 negligible. In the

temperate zone3, however, where the temperature at different

seasons may vary 70 degrees 5
1

. or more, hydroids are sub-

jected to great changes. One resulting effect is to re-

strict the medusa-bearing type of reproduction to the warm





season, and this has already been noted. There i3

,

however, no evidence for any seasonal migration of hy-

droid3. The common Tubularia crocea , for example, flour-

ishes "best during the warm season along the New England

coast, "but it is present during the winter as well,

although the hydranth3 are lost and the colony is in a

quiescent state. The sa,me is true among all "warm-season"

hydro id3 of the temperate zone, and there is, therefore,

no seasonal variation in the geographic distribution.

B . Movements of wat er:

-

These may be divided roughtly into three classes

waves, tides, and ocean currents, and they will be dis-

sussed in thi3 order.

Waves

.

llormal wave action has been perceptible at a depth of

200 fathoms, where a storm i3 reported to have moved fine

particles of sand, in a region off the north coast of Scot-

land. But any influence of the waves on animals living

within their range is limited practically to the Littoral

and Laminarian Zones of Forbes, that is, to the lowest level

of the spring tides. Within these zone3 the water is con-

stantly agitated, and this has been shown to have its effect

on some hydro ids. Bougainvillia fruticosa (Allman) has

turned out to be an environmental form of Bj_ramosa_ (van B.)

caused by wave influence. Hallez (1906) has shown by
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experiments on Eudendr ium , Halecium, Qbelia . Sertularella

.

Hvdrallmania . and several other hydro ids, besides the

bryozoan Bugula , that movements of the water tend to de-

velop more than the normal amount of 3tolons, and to con-

solidate the colony into a different form more adapted to

resist the agitation. These changes are purely secondary

and are not transmitted to subsequent generations bred in

quiet water, but the fact remains that so long as the

hydroids are kept in the troubled shore waters, the environ-

mental form persists. Since Hallez* subjects are all so

distinct from one another, all but two being in different

families, we can safely say that wave action develops modi-

fied environmental form3 from hydroids normally growing in

quiet water.

Tides .

The Littoral Zone, that between the normal tide-marks,

i3 peopled by hydro id3 which are able to exist for half or

more of their lives out of water. This indicates that such

form3 are hardier, and can stand more pronounced changes

than those which must live wholly below the littoral.

Clava . Campanularia flexuo3a, Coryne pus ilia , Gonothyraea

loveni, and Sertularia pumila are good examples of littoral

hydroids, and yet none of these are restricted to the tidal

area, nor is there any difference between the littoral and

deep-3ea representatives of the same 3pecies. V*e may con-

clude, therefore, that while, hydroids within the tidal limits
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can stand more and greater changes than others, yet tides

do not affect their form or distribution to any noticeable

degree

.

Ocean Currants.

Fewkes (1888) has said that the two great tendencies

at work in the modification of the rule of meridional mi-

gration—i.e. migration from the pole3---were the warm

currents carrying tropical animals into higher latitudes

and the cold currents carrying polar animals toward the

equator. That this i3 true will readily be seen in the

case of the hydroids by recalling that all hydroids have a

free-swimming planula- or medusa-stage, or both, that their

bases of attachment are often carried about by currents,

and that even the hydroids alone have been known to live

and reproduce in a free, floating condition. ( Fraser ,1916;

Dendy ,1902.

)

The importance of the medusa-stage in exposing the

hydro id3 to the influence of currents is self-evident,

especially since practically all the medusa-bearing hydroids

live in shallow water, less than 100 fathoms in depth.

Obelia geniculata , perhaps the mo3t cosmopolitan geograph-

ically of all the hydroids, doubtless owes much of its dis-

tribution to the action of currents on its hordes of medusae.

But although this element i3 an important factor in the

distribution of the large numbers of species producing free

medusae, it is not of great importance among the cosmopolitan
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forma. Of the 27 provinces named in the check-li3t, 15

hydroids have been recorded from 12 or more, giving them

claim to be called cosmopolitan. Of these, Obelia geni-

culata is the only one which bears medusae.

All hydroids have in their life-history a free-swimming

planula stage, and although little stress has been laid on

thi3 as a factor in distribution, I believe that the con-

tinuous, steady action of currents on the planulae, even

though they are free but a short time, has much to do with

the spread of species. The objection will be raised that

the medusa-bearing forms also have the planula-stage , and

yet are not 30 widely distributed. The explanation of this

probably lies in the fact that medusae are seldom widely

distributed, owing probably to their own inability to resi3t

great changes. Hence, while hydroids having both medusae

and planulae would be carried as far by currents ag those

having only the planula-stage, yet the chances of their

being brought into waters where they could continue to

thrive would be much reduced by the presence of the medusae.

When we note that of the 15 most cosmopolitan hydroids

every one is found in shallow water, this adds weight to

the idea that the action of current3 on the planulae

figure largely in distribution.

The ooean currents of the world are well known and

have been accurately mapped out. The accompanying map is

only for guidance while reading this paper. The following
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discussion of the distribution of the separate families

will show the marked influence of the currents in spreading

the hydro ids through the seas, by transporting medusae or

planulae, the hydro ids themselves, or the bases to which

they are attached.

?. Nature of the Base of At ta crimen t:

-

The hydro ids are attached, in the main, either to

plant structures or to fixed physical structures, and, like

all other attached animals, their distribution is governed

to a large extent by the distribution of favorable bases

of attachment

Considering first the plants, we find attached to them

hundreds of species of hydroids, to whom their elasticity

affords protection from the full force of the waves and

access to a more ample food-supply. The algae, f which make

up the overwhelming majority of the marine plants, are

found only to a depth of 50 fathoms at most, and are rare

below 20 fathoms. Below the region of vegetation are found

only diatoms, and in the extreme depths of the 3ea there is

no plant life at all. One would expect that the hydroid

life is less abundant below the zone of vegetation, since

it is there deprived of one of its most favorable living

conditions, and thi3 is found to be true; the hydroids are

most abundant in the Littoral, Laminarian, and Coralline

Zones of Forbes---down to 50 fathoms---and below that are

much reduced in number and variety.
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In the Littoral and Laminarian, the algae are pre-

dominantly "brown, and such common form3 as Fucus . Ascp-

phyllum , Laminar ia t Sargassum, and Macrocy3tis have large

numbers of hydroids identified with them. In the Coralline,

red algae predominate, and a few hydroids, of which Clytia

johnstoni is the mo3t common, are known to exhibit a pre-

dilection for red algae, llo cause for this discrimination

among the hydroids has been suggested.

The floating masses of seaweed are the most important

carriers of hydroids from place to place, with the aid of

the ocean currents. The hydroids of Bermuda were brought

there almost exclusively by Sar^asaum floating in the Gulf

Stream. Many tropical hydroids have been carried into high

latitudes by the same means, and because of the abundant

food-supi)ly t in the multitude of minute animals which are

always associated with floating masses of seaweed, hydroid3

may be carried for great distances in a living condition.

The greatest distance traversed by a hydro id in this way

is recorded bv Ritchie (1907), who discovered an Australian

hydro id, Sertularia elongata , in the ITorth Sea, having been

brought in by one of the fi3hing boats. It grew on a

marine species of the Potamogetonaceae not found in the

ITorth. Atlantic, but common in the Indo-Pacific and Australia,

and had undoubtedly been carried to the North Sea by ocean

currents. Thi3 is unusual, but the large proportion of the

hydroids of any region which are recorded "on floating sea-

weed" testify to the continual and widespread distribution
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of hydro ids by thi3 means.

The fixed physical structures include the different

conformations of the bottom, shells, wharf-piles, and the

like. Comparatively few species, and only large colonies,

are found actually attached to wharf-piles , which are only

a man-made form of sea-bottom. Most of the hydro ids re-

ported as growing on piles live on the algae which coat

the piles.

The nature of the sea-bottom may be roughly charac-

terized by one of these four terms:- rocky , gravelly , sandy,

and muddv . I have never seen any actual record of a hydroid

growing on a muddy bottom, which is eminently unfitted for

their mode of life. There are a few hydroids, of which

Corymorpha is a good example, which are provided with a

stalk, such as will ceep them rooted in a sandy bottom.

These are few in number, and the 3andy bottom i3 practically

barren of hydroid growth. Likewise, a few hydroids, such

as Antennularia antennina and Thecocarpus myriophyllum have

developed a felt-work of root-fibers for attachment to a

gravelly bottom, but these again are few in numbar. Rocks

and stones afford the most favorable attachment for hydro id3,

and here are found a large variety, which have developed

stolons to adapt them to this mode of life.

Hydroids are attached to a number of structures other

than those already mentioned, of which the most important

is the molluscan shell. Shells are peculiarly adapted to

hydroid growth, being at once hard and smooth, and a larger
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number of hydroids occur on dead shells than on any other

structure of the sea-bottom. Particularly below the zone

of vegetation, shells are the most important lodging-pla.ce

for hydroid life.

The larger hydroid stems are frequently overgrown by

smaller epizoic forms, and are an important, often the only,

base of attachment for a large number of hydroids. As

many as half a dozen different epizoic species may often

be found growing on a single cluster of large stems.

A few instances have been recorded of hydroids growing

on live molluscs. Tublclava cornucopiae grows on Venus,

Dentalium , As tarte, etc.; Trichydra pudica on Pecten;

_Abietinaria abietina on various living molluscs; etc.

The absence of hydroids from the surfaces of living mussel-

shells, with 'their presence on dead shells nearby, a cir-

cumstance which I have often observed at Woods Hole, has
o»/ess it be t*-<,e T% rf,c /&«*87**e*m

never been satisfactorily explained* ;T' f£ + r~

• Membranous or leathery worm-tubes , such aa those of

Chaetopterus , Sabella , etc., give lodgment to a few

hydro ids, among them Halecium halecinum . Plumularia cath-

ar ina_. Sertularella gayi , and Lar sab eliarum_*

A number of small Campanularians grow on Bugula

;

Gemmaria gemmosa , Halecium tenellum and others have been

found on encrusting bryozoa.

Plumularia setae ea , Halecium labrosffr' Sertularella gayi ,

and Plumularia catharina are among those which grow on

-ascidian tests, while Endocrypta huntsman! grows with the

branchial chamber of an ascidian.





Plumularia setacea has been found on the bread-crumb

sponge, Halichondria . Borradaile records Campanularian

hydro ids from a sea-turtle, a sea-snake, and corals.

St echo

w

found Perigonlmus repen s and Gemmaria gemmo3a

living on a live holothurian, Synallecte3 chuni .

Several hydro id3 have been found to be parasitic on

fishe3. Large crustaceans furnish an excellent attachment

for many. Among the former are Hydrichthys (on Seriola)
f

Iludiclava monocanthi (on a scorpaenoid fish), Perigonimus

pugetensis (on Hypsagonas ) , and Podocorvne minoi (on llinous

inermis ) • It i3 an interesting and unexplained fact that

these and all other truly parasitic hydroids belong to the

Gymnoblastea or athecate hydroids.

As a number of writers have pointed out, a favorable

base of attachment is absolutely essential to the existence

of a hydro id individual or colony. Supposing the colony to

be brought to a region by one of the mans above mentioned,

its planulae cannot survive unless they find a suitable

surface for attachment. It i3 this factor that has made

certain regions barren of hydroid life and others overcrowded

it is therefore of primary importance in distribution.

2. Biological Condit ions.

Allen (18 98) has concisely classified the biological

influences surrounding any marine animal as follows

1. An organism may be advantageous to another:

a. By serving as its food-supply.
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b. By serving as it3 fixed base.

c. By serving as its movable base.

d. By bringing food to it, via currents, etc.

e. By affording protection, shelter, or concealment.

2. An organism may be disadvantageous to another:

a. By preying upon it.

b. By fixing on it so as to destroy it.

c. As competitor for limited food-supply or fixing-space.

These are all external conditions. To them may be added

the mo de of repro duct io n, which is an internal condition.

The hydro ids are advantageous to other animals in nearly

all of the way3 above menti oned. They serve as the food-

supply of some animals
,
particularly the nudibranch mol-

luscs and small gastropods which are nearly always to be

found in great abundance crawling through a large hydroid

colony; the little file-fi3h ( Ceratacanthus ) is said by

Hargitt to feed on the polyp3 of Pennaria tiarella . and

hydroids have on several occasions been found in the stom-

achs of larger fishes, but it is not aortainly?known whether

the;/ formed part of the diet or were taken in along with

other material.

Hydroids have comparatively few parasites. In the

many recorded instances of other hydroids and stalked

protozoa growing on a hydroid stem, it is rarely true that

this is anything but an epizoic condition, the epizoan

deriving no nourishment from the "host'.' Corydendrium

para3iticum
f
found on Eudendrium raaosum, is one of the

few instances of parasitism on a hydroid ho3t.
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As has been noted before, the hydroid stem forms an

excellent attachment, not only for other hydro ids, but

for protozoa, bryozoa, and even tunicate3. For so small

an animal as could live in this way, the base formed by

the hydroid 3tem is certainly movable rather than fixed,

in that it moves the epizoa about through the water for

comparatively great distances, and is thus of advantage to

them.

In many well-known cases, hydroids afford concealment

to the surfaces on which they grow. Hydractinia echinata

and .Podocoryne carnea, commonly found on small gastropod

shells inhabited by hermit-crabs, furni3h more or les3

concealment for the crab, in return for being carried about

to fresh fee ding-grounds . The several species growing on

fishes also probably give the fish a useful and protective

deceptive appearance. The number of hydroids growing on crabs

and other large crustaceans is too numerous to mention; in

all cases they afford a measure of concealment to the "host."

Such hydroids as grow on fishes, crustaceans, and

sponges, as well as Endocrypta huntsmani . undoubtedly bene-

fit by the current created by the animals on which they

grow. On crabs, they often grow around the mouth-parts,

and on fishes around the gill-openings. The whole food-

supply of Endocrypta is brought to it in this way.

The hydroids are a beneficent group; the good they do

far outranges the harm. Almost no instances are known in

which the presence of hydroids is a direct detriment to the
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welfare of any animal. Hydroids which grow upon other

animals never grow in such profusion as to kill them, and

usually they are of some benefit to them. The only groups

of animals which suffer through the presence of hydroids

are the small Crustacea and their larvae, the diatoms ( plants )

,

and the protozoa, which form the largest part of the

dietary of the hydroids. Occasionally, hydroids occur in

such profusion as to practically exclude all other forms

of life except such as will live with or on them. Tubularia t

Clava, Eudendrium , Syncoryne , Schizotricha . and many others

cover entire piles or square yards of rock. But contrast

this with the immense areas covered by scallops and mussels,

sponges, small cru3tacea at the breeding-swarm, feather-

stars (Sars, II.lT.Atl.3xp. ) and Littorina , throughout which

these animals consume practically the entire available food-

supply, to the detriment of all other life within these areas.

The hydroids are not a serious competitor for the food-

u ply wherever they grow.

A thick growth of algae is often sufficient to kill

a hydroid colonyjafter or during the reproductive season of

Pennaria . Tubularia , Obelia, Eudendrium , Sertularia , and

many others, the 3tems become overgrown with minute brown

algae, and occasionally green algae; and although in the

aase of the athecate hydroids the hydranth3 are not lo3t

for 3ome time aft -tr that, the growth of algae is always a

certain forerunner of the decline of the colony into a state

of quiescence or death.
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A word should "be said at this point regarding the

effect of isolation on the formation of new species. The

tendency of two parts of any plant or animal group to form

divergent lines when widely separated from each other for

long periods of time i3 well known. That this tendency i3

equally operative among the hydroids is shown "by the large

numbers of "local" species referred to in the later sections.

Isolation is doubtless a factor in distribution, but its

apparently great significance among the hydroids is partly

due to the large number of dredging records which come from

only one province. The local species have been largely

discounted in drawing general conclusions as to the dis-

tribution of any group of hydroids.

•»**#»**** ********
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SECT IOII lll^JBlc^lijSSSS^S^^SSSS^L Pep

t

h.

Before discussing the geographical and bathymetrical

distribution of the separate families, and in sorae oa.3e3

of the genera, it is essential that we outline the faunal

provinces and the zones of depth which are to be used in

the next section.

1. Provinces.

The most complete division of the seas of the world

into faunal provinces was maie by the "Challenger" (1873-6),

and since then there has been no new division, so that I take

the provinces outlined by the "Challenger" as the basis

for my own tables. But since the "Challenger" provinces

number 42, it i3 palpably impossibly to include them all in

a single chart, and yet hav^ that chart 3imple enough to be

understood, so it has been necessary to consolidate various

groups of the "Challenger" provinces into single provinces

for the purposes of this paper. The "Challenger" provinces,

moreover, are of all sizes, determined largely by whatever

localities the ship visited. For example, the Bermudas

are a separate province, even though their fauna is prac-

tically identical with that of the W«st Indies, which are

called another province. There are so many 3uch cases in

the "Challenger" list that a revision seems necessary, if

for no other reason. I have therefore so modified and

condensed the list of "Challenger" provinces that we may

have, first, a smaller number, for purposes of study;
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second, each province with reasonably constant conditions

throughout; third, each province marked off from its

neighbors in some way, so that different 3ets of conditions

are found in each.

A list of the provinces as outlined by the "Challenger"

22. Indian
23. Mascarene
24. Kerguelen I.
25. Malay
26. IT.Australian
27. S.Australian
28 . ITew Zealand
29. Polynesian
30. Japanese
3 1 . Kams cha tkan
32. Bering Sea
33. Arctic Asiatic
34. Alaslam
35. Californian
36 .Mexican
37. Insular (Galapagos Is.)
38 . Peruvian
39. Magellanic
40. Argentinian
41. South georgian
42. .Antarctic

The provinces used in this paper will be as follows:-

1. Brazilian 15. ITorth Australian
2. West Indian 16. Oceanic
3. Eastern ITorth Am erican!7

.

Japanese
4. Arctic Atlantic 16. Hawaiian
5. Arctic European 19. Arctic Asiatic
o • Continental 20. Arctic Alaskan

. 7. Mediterranean 21. South Alaskan
8 . V.

7est African 22. Californian
9. South African 23. Mexican

10. East African 24. Peruvian
11. Kerguelen 25. Magellanic
12. Mascarene 26. Patagonian
13. Hew Zealand 27. Antarctic
14. South Australian

reports is here given:

-

3 . Brazilian
2. Caribbean
3 . Bermuda
4. Hew England
5. Labrador
6. Arctic American
7. E.Greenland
8. Icelandic
9. Arctic European

10* . Forwegian
11. ITorth Sea
12. Lusitanian
13. Mediterranean
14. Adriatic
15. Black Sea
16. W.African
17. Insular (between

S.America & Africa)
16. S.African
19. Tristan da Cunha
20. E.African
21. Red Sea
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Space will be given here to outlining the "boundaries of

these 27 provinces. By reference to the map of ocean currents

the principal currents passing through each province may be

seen.

1. Braz ilian:,- East coast of South Am2rica, from Trinidad

to Buenos Ayres.

2. West I ndian:- Caribbean Sea, C-ulf of Mexico, West Indi

Bahamas, Bermudas, and the coast of the United States as far

north as Charleston, S.C.

3. Eastern ITorth American:- East coast of ITorth America

from Charleston, S.C. to Labroclor.

4. Arct ic Atlantic,:- Labrador, Bavis Strait, Baffin Bay,

Greenland, Iceland, and Jan Mayen.

5. Arctic European:- Spitzbergen, Franz Josef Land,

i'ova Zembla, and the northern coasts of Europe, including

Horway

.

6

.

Contin ental: - West coast of Europe from the ITorth Sea

to Gibraltar, including the Azores.

7

.

Mediterranean:

-

Mediterranean and Adriatic Seas. The

conditions in the Black Sea are unfavorable for hydroid growth

and there are no records of hydro ids from that region, so it

|i not included in this province.

8

.

West African:- West coast of Africa, from Gibraltar

to the Tropic of Capricorn, including the Canaries, JTadeiras,

Cape Verdes, Ascension I,, and St. Helena.

9. South African:- The coasts of Africa south of the

Trov.ic of Capricorn, including Tristan da Cunha.
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10. last African:* East coast of Africa north of the

Tropic of Capricorn, including the Red Sea.

11* Ker^ruelen: - Kerguelen I., placed in a separate

province "because of isolated position and special fauna.

12. Mascarene:- India, Burma, Ceylon, and all neigh-

boring islands.

15. Eew Zealand: - Hew Zealand and the surrounding islands

14. S o uth Australian: - South and south-east coasts of

Australia, and Tasmania.

15. Iforth Australian:- Horth-west. north, and north-east

coasts of Austral ia

.

16

.

Oceanic: - All the islands of the southwestern Pacific

from the Malay Peninsula and the Philippines to 135 degrees

W. longitude.

17

.

Japanese : - Formosa, the Yellow Sea, Japan Sea, Japan,

Ochotsk, Kamschatka, and the Kurile Islands.

18

.

Hawaiian: - Placed in a separate province "because of

its isolation and fauna. Hawaiian Islands.

19. Arctic Asiatic : - Northern Siberia and Kara Sea,

20. Arct ic. Alaskan : - Bering Sea and the coasts of

Alaska north of the Aleutian Is.

21. South, Alaskan:- West coast of llorth America from

the Aleutian Is. to and including: Puget Sound.

22. Californian:- West coast of the United States.

25. Mexican:- We3t coast of Central America from Cali-

fornia to Panama.

IAm Peruvian:^ Entire west coast of South America, from
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Panama to the southern extremity of Chile,

25

.

l&a
f
s;ellanic:- Straits of Magellan, Tierra del Fnego, etc.

26. Patagpnian : - East coast of South America south of

Buenos Ayres, including the Falkland and South Georgian Is.

27

.

Antarctic:- All stations south of the 60th parallel

throughout the world.

2. Zones of Depth.

As has already been noted, very few species of hydroids

are confined in their bathymetrical range to either the

Littoral or Laminarian Zones of Forbea. It has seemed be3t,

therefore, to place the waters down to a depth of 20 fathoms

in the first zone, thus including the region of densest

vegetation. The second zone, from 20 to 50 fathoms, extends

to the lower limit of vegetation, and the third, from 50-100

fathoms, approximately to the mud-line ,, the lower limit of

wave action. The region below the mud-line, of practically

uniform physical characteristics, has been arbitrarily divided,

following the example of the "Challenger" reports and of Hutting.

The zones of depth used in this paper are as follows :-

Zone I. 0-20 fathoms.
II. 20-50 fathoms.

" III. 50-100
IV. 100-200

" V. 200-5C0 M

VI. 500-1000 "

VII. 1000-1500
VIII. 1500-2000 "

" IX. 2000-2500
n X. 2500 fathoms and over.

********************* ****
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SECT IPIT IV, . Taxonomic Distrlbutlo n.

The Clavidae and Corynidae are the two most primitive

hydroid families.

The Clavidae are a small family, including 13 genera and

29 iptOlM , practically confined to shallow water; only 4

species are found at a depth greater than 20 fathoms. The

geographical distribution of the family is largely in the

llorth Atlantic Ocean, and only 12 species are found outside

that region.

To this family belongs the mo3t important fresh-water

genus, Cordylophora (Allman) , and this has for obvious rea-

sons been omitted from this table of marine distribution.

Of the two authentic species, C. lacustris (Allman) has been

recorded from Great Britain, Western Europe, Egypt , Scandi-

navia, llorth America, the Black Sea, and ITew Zealand; the

other, C. whiteleggi ( vonLendenfeld) is recorded only from

South Australia, and is quite possibly only an environmental

form of C. lacustrie. As has been noted before, Cordylophora

occurs in waters of a fairly wide range of salinity; it has

never been found at a greater depth than one or two fathoms.

The family is about evenly divided between species pro-

ducing medusae and those giving off only planulae, and the

former, among which are Clava. , Bhizo/<eton . and Tubiclava.

.

enjoy as wide a distribution as do the latter, which inctlude

Corydendrium , Turris ,
Turritopsis , and Campaniclava . so that

the method of reproduction has little to do with the distri-

bution. The large number of genera in proportion to species,





Abbreviations for provinces

Pat • ---Patagonian
Braz .--Brazilian
W.I. West Indian
£;Y. A. --Eastern Horth American
Arc .Atl. --Arctic Atlantic
Arc .Eur .--Arctic European
Con t .---Continental
Med. ----Mediterranean
W.Af.-—Test African
S.Af.---South African
E.Af. East African
Kerg. Kerguelen
Masc . ---Masc^rene
1T.Z. New Zealand
S.Aus. --South Australian
IT.Aus . --North Australian
Ocean. - -Ocean ic

Jap . - - - --Japane s e

Haw . Hawa i ian
Arc. As. --Arctic Asiatic
Arc. Al. --Arctic Alaskan
S .Al. ---South Alaskan
Cal . ----Cal ifor nian
Mex. Mexi can
Peru. ---Peruvian
Mag . -- - -Magel lani c

Ant -Antarctic
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Table #1.
CLAVIDAE.

1
^7 z

<

m Si
QI

4-
e

> ^ U V X N

Aacidioclayaj_-
A^jparasit ica(Kirkpatrick) 4

Balella:-
B.mirabilis(Nutt ing) 4 'Al

Campanic lava :

-

\ C.cleodorae( Gegenbaur

)

4
i—

i

o -/

Clava:-
_ C.diffusa(Allman) o-/

C .l3ptc-3tyla(Agas3 iz) 4 o -/o
C.nana(Motz-Kos80wska) 4 o -/o •

C.nodosa(Wri ght)

C . s quamata (Mull e r

)

—
1

CorydendriumL-
C .chevalense( Thorneley

)

C . corrugatum( Hut t ing) 4
C.dendri forme (Ritchie) 4- a -/

C . frut icosumC Prase r) + Jiff - V0
C . mine- r ( Hut tin?) 4
C.parasiticuir.(Cavolini)
C.se33ile(Ritchie) 4

Endocrypta:

-

E.hunt3mani( Fraser)
T/ToriObrachium: -

M .para3it icumCMereschkowsky ) 4+ 4- +
Rhizogeton:

-

R . fus i fo rmis ( Agas s iz

)

4
R.nudum(Broch) + +- 4 0-/o

Tubiclava:-
T .cornucopiae( ITorman) -H 4
T. fruticosa(Allman) 4 ± ff-±

T . luc erna ( Al lma n

)

4 4
T.pu3illa(Motz-Kos30vVska) 4
P.rubra( Farquhar

)

4" * '/ff

Turris
1 .nsglecta^ .Lesso n;

'

4

—

Turritopsis:

•

T.nutricola(McCrady

)

—p.

HY33ROLARIDAE.
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(almost 1 to 2) and the prevalence of highly differentiated,

strictly local forms (5 genera and 12 species), indicate

that their distribution is the result of a very early migra-

tion. In such a small group, long-continued distribution

and differentiation would lead to just such isolation of

species as we find here.

The family has for the most part spread out from a

center along the shores of Western Europe (indicating the

arctic origin) , although such unusual forms as Ascidioclava

and Endocrypta have undoubtedly developed independently.

2. Corynidae_.

A somewhat larger family than the Clavidae , the Corynidae

include 16 genera and 61 species, of which 14 genera and 53

species are figured on the accompanying chart. The Corynidae

live in shallow water, nearly two-thirds of them being found

in Zone I. The medusa-stage is found more predominantly in

this family than in the Clavidae, and this may perhaps be a

factor in the more cosmopolitan distribution of the Corynidae.

The Uorth Atlantic Ocean is again the chief habitat, and there

is a good number of arctic species.

The Corynidae are, on the whole, rather attached to

rocks and other solid structures than to algae, which are the

favorite dwelling-places of the Clavidae. This indicates

that they are probably not transported on the structures

on which tfhey grow. Again, the largest planula-bearing

genus, Coryne » (14 species) is found in only 4 cases outside





Table £2.

CORYITIDAE.

A-tkl^t'iC. j a,a,,

I

*~* m
\ l±_mi
Acaulis : -

A . pi imar ius ( St imps on ) + +

i> \
!\

f i
i 1

1

+ J~ -/tnr-
Actinofionium:

-

A.pusillum( vanBeneden

)

+
—:

—

i—
* _

Ceratellat

-

j
C . erosslandi( Thomeley

)

t
I C. fusca( Gray) + + -j-

LI C.minima( +
C . pro cumb ens ( Cart er

)

+ —Cladocoryne:-
C.fioccosa(Rotch) + a - /a
C.haddoni(Kirkpatrick) +
C .pslagica( Allman) +

! C.simplex(Perrier) ~<s

Coryne:-
C .brachiata(Uutting)

—

4
C . caespe3( Allman)

r
C . co nferta( Allman)

1 .

C.crassa( Eraser

)

C. dub ium( Ritchie)
C.frutico3a(Hinck3)

+
-f- /— /o

+
+C.gigantea(lTorman) -/

—
C .hincksii(Bonnevie)
C.longieornis(Bonnevie)

+-

+ O -seC.muscoides(Linnaeu3) -t-h -J.OC.pintneri( Schneider)
C. t3nella(l!arquhar)

+- //
)

O
C.vanBenedenii( + +• O "/ 0~O~
C.vermicularis(Hinoks) ^

Denstrocoryne: -

_. D.misakinensis( Inaba) + (7 ~ 33
D.sacunda( Inaba)

c_ — //
Dicoryne:-

D.conferta( Alder ) 4- •+•+ +
D. co nybeare i ( Allman

)

D.flexuosa(G.O.Sars)
Corynitis :

-

C.linvillei(Hargitt) +
Gemmaria:

-

G„costata( Gegen^aur) -t /„-/<>

G.gemmosa(McCrady) -h -f

G. i:nplexa( Alder) ±5
G. nit ida( Hartlaub

)

•f-fc
—

Halocharis:

-

H.coronata(Hinck3) + .

/- /a
Hydrichthel la :

-

H.epigorgia( Stechow) 4 0-11
XT r rl v% 4 ,i T*^ + Vi i r a •
ri ruricnoriyo • —

H."boycei( Warren) OH //J/i

H . m i i*ii3 ^ "Pe wife*

s

) i__

Hydro coryne :

-

H.miurens i3( Stechow) -h t - 'ti

Syncoryne :

-

S . densa( Hartlaub

)

zl
S.e.xiinia( Allman) +-+ ffc cr - <* J
S.ferox( Wright) M — /V 1

S. frut e3cens( Allman) o-

1

S.loveni(Sars)
^ o -

1

S.mirabilis(Aga33iz) -t +-4* -f-4- o-l
S

. pulche lla( Allman

)

+ -(
S.radiata( vonLendenfeld) 4-
b.reticulata( A.Agassiz) -f- o -s~o

S.sarsii(Loven) + +- + a -jo

,t*t(<jV>ci//ow Inciter.
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the ITorth Atlantic, indicating that medusae probably were a

factor in distribution, born by ocean currents.

5,. Hydrolar i dae

.

A single species, Lar sabellarum (Gosse), maker up

this distinct family. Lar is a purely local form, and

has never been found outside the Western European province.

It is a shallow-water form, invariably associated with

some species of the sedentary Annelid Sab e11a , around the

mouth of whose tube it grows. It ha3 not bean recorded

in any depth zone but Zone I.

4. Beugainv i1 1 idae
i

.

This family is larger than those already discussed,

embracing 16 genera and 95 species, and as one would infer,

its distribution is much more widespread; there are only 3

of the 27 provinces in which some representative of the

family is not found.

The Bougainvillidae belong mainly to temperate waters,

and some of the genera, such as Hydractinia, attain their
regions

greatest development in polar waters. The two /^/j^/nVeV in

which these hydro ids are most abundant are the Arctic-

European, -"Continental-Mediterranean group of provinces and

the Eastern ITorth American. Next in order come the Arctic

Atlantic and the Californian. The European provinces have

2 of the Californian species, 4 of the Eastern ITorth American

species, and 9 of the Arctic Atlantic species. All the species





Table #3.

BOUGAIIIVILLIDAE.

<j>/3ec/es

*fffl

a.

r,

?

\

o -4^

II
If

' r i'

+ +

A
Bimeria:

-

B .annulata( Hutting)

TT-

B.arborea(Browne

)

B.biscayana(3rowne

)

B.brevis( Eraser) a-/
B . frafilisf Steehow^ + o-f

o-i3 • f*xancx3cana( Torrey

)

+
. pi"! i^i m a T*Vf3 ^J-J • fc£>X -ib 1 J. lO \ v X£4>X JVC* / + a -i

jj £~>x u ciixoi j. i llx \ xjy v niocuy
/<» ~lo a

B •humili3( Allman) + a -/o
B. nutans (Wright)

e -

1

jj » * J w ixo ucx\ mux x cv / o-/
3. vsstita( Wright) o -

1

Bougainvill ia :

—

+
—

H

" - /o
B - 2*1o "pi ^t.t.af Tovtpv }• V X X w U U \ 1 U i 1 V / +

a ~ /
B .inertens i { A »Agass iz

)

+ + ? a -

B . ramosa( vahBeneden

)

+ + J o
B . rugo sa( G larke

)

B . superciliaris ( Agassis)
o - to

B.vanBenedenii(Bonnevie) + + +
Calyptospadix:

-

C . cer ilea( Clarke

)

4-

Cionistes ' -

C. reticulata (Wright) +

C.wilsoni( Spencer) +

-

Clavactiniai

•

C
.
gallens is ( Thorneley

)

+ 2-

vXuVU |JOCl J.u. s ™

C • we ismanni( Hargi tt

)

i

o -/o
Corynops is z »

C •alderi ( Hodge

)

+ —4-

dee/>

Hydract inia:

-

TT* fZ.P'P'T'f* CTFi "f*.r?, 1 "FTTfi CPT 11 1 • £3£_>X C fcS
t-*' l_iCi> \ x 1CIS Ci. /

+- ? j - l'O

H - a. 1 TmAn i ( "Rorm pv Hp) + + !-+•'+ 1 -(pS~o

+
H« antare t ica(Studer) ±
TT "H v* .'-i 1 i q I Wpv^anVi V1Antra Vrr i _

TT T y*^;} I Clfi r,,(* 1 O " / o

n* L^i xiuiiJioav xuxx t?,y /

TT m V 1 /*> c\ ( "Ti. a t* rrVi 1XI* O-l-X X CJa*\ XJcXgU. / 4- + 1 - fie

TT rtQ Vft 1 ! Vly A 1 M* O ^ -y* 1XI • CaX llilac ^ JJlaocr^ + J 3~ /*/
TT ,1 .•if 1 A i f "ti rt 1,n P„ Pvi \xi* den^x xv icai xiiskso nocur • j o -/o

xi • rjii xnax-ex v x? xtriTix ng

y

-/«»-

J. 1 * ^ X wV 1 i v> I ICv \ V_» ^'vUilUl' / + + Ml
H. fucicola( Sars

)

?Trf o-l
H.humilis(Bonnevie) ± o -/»

H.miller4( Torrey) o - J

H.rainuta(Bonnevie) (>0

H . ornata ( Bonnevi e

)

+ -r + ^.f-/fc_

H.pacifica(Hartlaub) * 10

H.parvi3pina( Hartlaub) rtfh

H.provuti(Motz-K.

)

Hh
H.sarsii (Allman) fr « -/o
H.30dalis(Stiiripson)

-t V -fO-3
H. spiralis (Goto) -r a ~S~
H.verdi(Ritchie) £~

Hydrodendrluwi: -

H.gorgionidea( Hutting) ±Aeratosum:

-

K . complexumlHar 1. 1. r-*r
jParawrightia:

-

P. robusta( Warren)
7 -
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BOUGAIITVILLIDAE ( continued)

1 A*/<

%
( ,

<.

f
%
A> ft*,.

^» ^0*> Co

ireriF-,o minus . —

jr .aoyss l ^ vj»u • oars ^

P.antarcticus ViiartxaUD y o - /So
c • osi^icaev vcj,niio 1 1 cn j —j

—

~
r • oixeritaCUiaius v wr i gni / L ? * - l o

P. ciuarit » ei3mann; i± ? o - *-o
P.cirratus ( Hartlaub ) _J

—

—
P.coccineus( ¥r i ght

)

i o -/

p • cor 1 1 \ xiao./. i )
—*~

Jr • u.3C0xd,ns v ° cime j. cic i y o - fd
P. formosus( Pewkes

)

4- —

-

P.gelatinosus(Duerden) ±
P. georginae(Hadzi) —

•

—
P. inflatuaf Duerden)
P. i onesi( Osborn&Hargitt) -j- o ~xo

P. linearis (Alder) +
P . mi neatus ( 1 r ight J O '

P. mult icorni3( Allman) ±
P,muscoides( Sars

)

S~o u>o

?c ~ *<>

P ronrinl i t anii^ f Wei s^&nn ) + ? a - i-o

• P.nudus{ Stechow) ? t> - *o
P.-oalliatusC'vVrisht

)

+ » o - i*o

P.pugetensis(Heath) Oh fitt,

P. quadritentaculatus (Wright

)

P . r 30ens ( ".Vr i sh t ) _i_

? -2.0

4-

F

»

ro3eus \ oars

;

2.0-S-f

P.sohneideridlotz-K.

)

+-

P. serpens ( Allman) + +
P. s 25 3 i : is (bright

)

±
i
+ ~Cf.

P.steinachi( Jickeli) -f-

P.sulfureusC Chun) -t

P . vagans ( Tho rne 1 ey

)

+
P.Y3stitus( Allman) rh o - /

P.yoldiae-arcticae(Birula) —
Podocorvne:-

P.aculeata(Wagner) -
j

W: 1 ~ f

P. anechinata( Ritchie) a

P.areolata(Alder)
P.carnea(Sars) + ±
P . d snhami ( Tho rn e 1 ey

)

P. fulgurans( Agassiz) +
P.minoi( Alcock)

r

-f
\*

I

P.pro&oscidea(Hincks) F
C/ /

Provutella:

-

P. grisea(Motz-Kos3owska) 4- *r-J
Stylactis:-
S.haleciK Ritchie) +
S. hooper i ( Sigsrfoo s) + o - /t

S . inermis ( Allman) & - r

S.Tsrmicola( Allman)
S.arctica( Jaderholm) +

i

/ O f-3
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found in other parti of the world are scattered, no more •

than 5 "being found in any one province. The large majority

of these species are either found also in the North Atlantic

or are local. There is, however, a subsidiary group in the

Pacific, centering at present in the Japanese and Oceanic

provinces, and having sufficient affinity with polar forms

to warrant the belief that this group, like the North Atlantic

feroup, is arctic in origin, having been carried south by the

Kamschatka Current through the Bering Sea. Representatives

from the Mascarene, Oceanic, Japanese, Arctic Asiatic, Alas-

kan, and Californian provinces migrated from the north in

this way. Practically all other provinces have local or

North Atlantic species.

Regarding their distribution in depth, it is largely

confined to Zone I, although there is a good representation

in the next four zones, and even one specimen, dredged by

the "Challenger" in Zone X, at 2900 fathoms ( Stylactis

• ver&icola. )

These facts point to certain conclusions for the family:

-

a) The Eougainvillidae ,
along with the Clavidae and Corynidae,

were among the first to migrate down from the north polar

regions, and this migration was at a sufficiently early date

to have permitted fairly complete separation into Atlantic

and Pacific groups, b) The Kamschatka Current and the Japan

Stream have mingled the Oceanic and Alaskan-Cal ifornian faunas,

c) Distinct faunas inhabit both sides of the North Atlantic,

linked by common arctic species, d) The few remaining
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holarctic species are remnants of the ancestors of these

three families, e) The Bougainvillidae have penetrated into

deeper waters than the preceding families, mainly because of

a longer period of migration.

5. Pennaridae^.

The Pennaridae are a small family, of 6 genera and 12

established species. They are found exclusively within

Zone I, and are most abundant in the Continental-Mediterranean

area. The most important genus, Pennaria . however, has its

present headquarters in the West Indies, but is the only

representative of the family found in that province. The

most cosmopolitan species is Pennaria cavolini (Ehrenberg)

*

Beside P. cavolini, the only species found outside the

North Atlantic Ocean is P. symmetrica , recorded from the

West Indies and East Africa. This unusual distribution is

probably the result of transportation by ships, since

there is no possible connection by means of ocean currents.

The Pennaridae are the only family, except the Kydro-

laridae, the great majority of whose members produce free

medusae. This condition i3 practically universal in the

family, but when we realize that 6 of the 12 species are

local-— i.e. found in only one province---and that 4 of the

remainder are found only in 2 contiguous provinces, we see

at once that the medusae have been of small value in aiding

the distribution of the family as a whole.

There is but one representative of the family in the
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Eastern North American province; therefore the original

migration was probably down the east side of the Atlantic

and thence to the West Indies.

6

.

Eudendr idae

.

This family includes the single genus Eudendrium .

of 39 species. Reproduction is universally by planulae

from fixed sporosacs.

Geographically, Eudendrium is a widespread genus;

only the Brazilian, Mexican, and New Zealand provinces

are without some representative, and the first two of

these have so far yielded very fev. hydro ids of any sort.

Practically equal in importance as centers for this

genus are the two sides of the ITorth Atlantic Ocean and

the Mediterranean. The west coast of North America is

a region of secondary importance. The species of Eastern

ITorth America and Western Europe include a number common

to both, usually arctic forms.

Outside these provinces, most of the provinces are

directly related to the ITorth Atlantic center by species

common to both. In the Mascarene, however, only one of the

6 species is found in the North Atlantic, and that is from

the West Indies; but in spite of this, we must believe that

the Mascarene was populated from the north; independent bi-

polar development within a single genus is ineoncievable.

Since ocean currents are adverse toward a migration south

and east from the Horth Atlantic, this province must have





Table #5

EUDEHDRIDAE

.
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(V

Eudendrium: -
" E.album( Hutting)
E.annulatum(lTorman)
E.arbusculurr.C- right)
E.armatum(Tichomiroff

)

^.armstrongiC Stechow)
E .at tenuat um( Al lman

)

E.calceolatum(Mo tz-K.

)

E.aalifomicum(Torrey)
E.capillar e( Alder)
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received its forms from the ITorth Pacific; this view is

upheld by the fact that 3 of the 6 species are found in

the Pacific.

In depth, Eudendrium shows a marked preference for

Zone I; there is a steady decrease in numbers "below 20

fathoms.

All facts point toward a somewhat more recent migration

of this genus, only from the north, and early enough to have

allowed migration into the Kascarene and Antarctic regions.

There is a much closer connection between the faunas cf the

same latitude in different seas than we have heretofore

observed.

7 . Tubularidae

.

The family Tubularidae formerly embraced all the Gymno-

blastea, but as now outlined it includes but 11 genera and

62 species. The principal genus is Tubularia . of 35 species.

If it were not for the cosmopolitan distribution of

Tubular ia, the family would be practically limited to the

ITorth Atlantic Ocean, for of the other 10 genera, only 13

species are found within that area. As it is, the Eastern

North American and Arctic European provinces lead in number

of species (14 and 15 respectively); the Continental is third,

with 11. ITo other province ha3 over 6.

Considering the ITorth Atlantic group of provinces as a

center for this family, we find that outside this area most

of the forms are local, except for a few common also to the
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North Atlantic ,
• notably holarctic forms.

A record of the bathymetrical distribution of 60

species of the Tubularidae (1 is free-swimming, 1 was

found afloat) shows that again the family is most abun-

dant in Zone I, the number in deeper zones steadily de-

creasing.

The Tubularidae, then, have migrated out from a

center in the North Atlantic, and are a shallow-water

family. Medusae are of little or no importance in dis-

tribution, since the genus Tubular ia produces no medusae.

8 . Halec i dae,.

The Halecidae form the connection between the Gymno-

blastea and the Calyptoblastea , or hydroids proficed with

a polyp-cup or hydrotheca, by reason of their partially

developed hydrotheca. In mode of life and other habits

they do not differ from the other hydro id families.

The South Alaskan province leads in number of species,

with the Continental-Mediterranean area second and the east

coast of llorth America third.

The family includes 6 genera and 65 species. 55 of

these are species of the genus Halecium . whose distribution

as one of the major hydro id genera will first be outlined.

The provinces having the largest numbers of species of

Halecium are:- South Alaskan (20); Continental (13); Eastern

North American (\\) ; Mediterranean (12); Arctic European(ll)

;

Arctic Atlantic (9).. A3 in some of the preceding families,
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Halecium has thus obviously arisen in the arctic regions,

leaving at the present time a large number of arctic and

holarctic forms, and it has not only migrated south along

the shores of the Atlantic, but through the Bering Sea into

the Pacific as well, developing a number of distinct Pacific

species. There is, however, much connection between Atlantic

and Pacific groups. Of the 20 South Alaskan species, 5 are

found in the Eastern ITorth American, 5 in the Arctic Atlantic,

6 in the Arctic European, 7 in the Continental, and 4 in the

Mediterranean, so the fact of meridional migration from a

common arctic source seems well &3tablished.

All the provinces bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, the

Mascarene, and the Antarctic contain, with one or two excep-

tions, either local species or those found also in the ITorth

Atlantic Ocean. The provinces of the Pacif ic. ,with the ex-

ceptirn of 2 or 3 cosmopolitan species, have in them species

fouid only in the Pacific.

In depth, Halecium is found mostly in Zone I, with a

considerable number of species in Zones II, III, and IV.

There is a larger proportion in the deeper zcaes than we

have found in the families already discussed.

The other five genera of the Halecidae, including 11

species, are scattered, no more than two being found in any

one province. They do net affect the general plan of dis-

tribution in any way. It is an interesting fact that out of

14 provinces in which one or two of these species have been

found, on&y 5 are north of Africa or Japan. These genera
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are thus doubtless descended from Halecium, during the

course of their migration. The great distance from the

source of the family and the changed environment in which

they now live support this "belief.

By way of conclusion for the family, we may state:

-

a) From a common arctic source two groups of Halecidae

have developed, one in the Atlantic and one in the Pacific,

the two linked by forms common to both; b) due to the greater

number of species living in zones of greater depth, the

action of currents, which are the principal factors in dis-

tribution, has been lessened, resulting in fewer species

within and south of the tropics; c) the species which have

penetrated south of the tropics are for the most part dif-

ferentiated into separate genera; d) only those species which

live in Zone I are cosmopolitan.

9 . Campanulinidae

.

The Campanulinidae constitute a small family, of 9

genera and 33 species. They are, like the other families,

of arctic origin, and are at present very seldom found

south of the Tropic of Cancer. The north and west coasts

of Europe lead in ^numbers of species, with the Eastern

Uorth American next in order.

The predominance of arctic and holarctic species in

this family leads us to suspect a greater uniformity of

species in temperate waters, and this is shown to be

the case. The provinces bouding the ITorth Atlantic are
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all closely connected by common species, and the Mediter-

ranean and South African forms belong wholly to the llorth

Atlantic fauna. In the Pacific, the majority of the species

in the Japanese, Hawaiian, Arctic Asiatic, and Alaskan

provinces belong also to the Horth Atlantic. The 2 Mascar-

ene species are undoubtedly migrants from the Pacific.

Three of the four Antarctic forms are identical with northern

species

.

The family is most abundant in Zone I, but the propor-

tion found in the next four zones is slightly greater than

that cf the Halecidae. Of the 5 most cosmopolitan species,

all but one are found in Zone I.

The Campanulinidae are an arctic family whose migration

has not been made necessary by an adverse environment, and

whose distribution has presumably been somewhat retarded by

a tendency to grow in deeper water. The family thrives best

in cold water, and is undoubtedly one of the groups which

was not forced into warmer waters during the Pleistocene;

its present distribution i3 simply the result of conditirn

which have acted alike on all the toydroid families.

10 . Lafoeidae

.

The Lafoeidae include 11 genera and 74 species, of which

the principal genus is Lafoea, of 20 species.

Throughout the family, there are ITorth Atlantic and

llorth Pacific group3, but these are for the mo3t part iden-

tical. For example, 5 of the 6 species of Lafoea found in





LAFOEIDAE.
Table

C/es .

Bor.neviel la: -
B . grandis( Hllman

)

B.ingens( Nutting)
B . re gia( Hutting)
B . superba ( Nut t i ng

)

otolarlaT^

H s$^&l)&kfi rail? * kkfcW^

C .abies (Allman

)

C.abyssicola( Allman)
C . d i ffusa ( Allman )

C.elegans( Allman)
C . flabel lum( Al lman

)

C . ge niculata( Al lman

)

C.humilis( Allman)
Coperculata( Nutting)
C . pulche 11a ( Allman

)

C. symmetrica (Hutting)
C.triseriali3(Prasgrj_

Grammaria:-
G.abietina(Sars)
G.bcrealis(Levinsen)
G.gracilis(Stimpson)
G.immersa( Nutting)
G. ins i gnis ( Al lman

)

G.raagellanica( Allman)
G.scandens( St echo w)
G. serpens (Has sail

F

G. stent or (Allman)
Halislphonia:

H.megalotheca( Allman)
Hebella;.
H.brochi(Hadzi)
K. calcarata( A.Agassiz)
H.cerrugata(Thorneley)
H. c ratero ides (Ritchie)
H.gigas(Pieper)
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H.pygmaeum(Hineks)
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L.fruticosa(Sars)
L. gigantea(Bonnev ie)
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L . parvula (Hi nc ksT
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L.operculata(Hartlaub)
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S
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T.obllQuum(Hinck8)
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)

Z . operculata( Jaderholm)
Z.profunda( Quelch)
Z.tizardensl sfKirkpatrick)
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the South Alaskan are European as well. This i3 true to a

somewhat lesser extent in the other genera.

The family as a whole are quite uniformly distributed,

but the forms found 3outh of the equator are in almost every

case found north of it as well, and are referable to either

the Pacific or the Atlantic group, or both. Even in the

Antarctic, 4 of the 9 species are found also in the north.

This uniform distribution makes for a large number of cos-

mopolitan species, in which the Lafoeidae are rich.

Different genera have developed in some cases in the

different oceans. While Lafo ea centers mainly in the

Atlantic, Hebella
,
Zygophylax , and Bonneviella are decidedly

of the Pacific fauna; Grammaria i3 about equally divided.

The minor genera are scattered.

In depth, there i3 practically an equal percentage of

the Lafoeidae in all of the first five zones-—down to 500

fathom3---with the greatest number between 100 and 200 fathoms

Hebella is the only genus found most abundantly in Zone3 I

and II.

At fir3t glance, the. distribution of the Lafoeidae

appears to be much wider than that of the Campanulinidae

and Halecidae, and, in view of what has been said regarding

the influence of a deep-water habitat on distribution, it

may be difficult to 3ee why the Lafoeidae, so dicidedly a

deep-water group, should be apparently more cosmopolitan

in their range than the Campanulinidae. But a comparison

of the two by means of the accompanying graph shows that
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the Lafoeidae are no mors cosmopolitan than the Campanulini-

dae in. proportion to their numbers,* The curve of one keeps

at a fairly constant distance above that of the other, which,

considering the greater numbers of Lafoeidae involved, proves

that the distribution of thi3 family is no more widespread

that would be expected, and that the influence of the deep-

water mode of life in retarding normal distribution still

holds good.

The ordinate3 represent the number of species found

in each region and the abscissas the 27 provinces, in the

same order as in the distribution charts.

The Lafoeidae, then, are an arctic deep-water family,

migrating like the foregoing families from a common arctic

source. In some of the genera, the spread has taken place

mainly through the Atlantic, in others through the Pacific.

Like the Campanulinidae , the family was net forced out of

the north by the cold during the Pleistocene, and its pre-

sent distribution i3 the result of natural agencies which

have worked alike on all hydroid families.

The family has not yet become "acclimatized" to tropi-

cal waters, and thlfl is also true of the Campanulinidae.
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11* Campanular i dae

.

The Campanularidae include 7 genera and 138 3pecies, of

which all but 23 are species of the three principal genera,

Campanularia
,
Clytia, and Obelia.

Campanularia . a genus of 62 species, is the largest of

the three. Found in every region of the world e .cept the

"barren (of hydroid3) Mexican province, the genus is most

abundant along the ea3t and west 3hores of the llorth Atlantic,

in the Mediterranean, and along the shores of Southern Alaska

to Puget Sound. These regions are practically equal in num-

ber of 3pecies, and over half the species are common to both

Atlantic and Pacific.

In the provinces bounding the ITorth Atlantic, the species

are largely identical. The South Atlantic 3pecie3 and 2 of

the llascarene species are also found in the North Atlantic.

In the Pacific, the Arctic Asiatic, Arctic Alaskan, and

Japanese species belong to the South Alaskan fauna. There

are a number of scattered species in the South Pacific and

Mascarene, and some well distributed through these regions;

this i3 not surprising, in view of the long distance from

the source, and the greater differentiation which tropical

waters would work on a shallow-wetter group 3uch as thi3.

Campanular ia is found almost entirely in water under

100 fathom3 in depth, and attains its maximum development in

Zone I.

Clytia, a genus of 26 species, i3 equally abundant in

each of the following provinces:- West Indian, Eastern





Table #10
.

Cainpanular iaj

-

C.acuta^ilarktanner-T.

)

C.alta( Stechow)
C •ampho ra ( Agas s i z

)

C.ar.gulata(Hincks

)

C.armata(Pictet&Bedot)
C .brachycaulis( Stechow)
C.brevi caul is (Hut ting)
C.brevithecata( Thorneley

|

C.calceolifera(Hincks

)

C.circula( Clarke

)

C . che 1 o r. iae ( Al lman

)

C . ch ine ns i s ( Liarktann er-

T

C. co Tuscans ( Schneider

)

C.ccstata(Bale)
C.cylindrica( Allman)
C. dec ipiens (Wright)
C.eloisa( Hutting)
C.exigua( Sars)
C • flexuosa( Hi neks

)

C . fragilis ( Hincks

)

C . fus iformis ( Clarke

)

C.gigantea(Hincks

)

C.gravieri(Billard)
C.groenlandica(Levi nsen)
C.hesperia(Torrey)
C .hi neks i( Alder

)

C. irs ignis (Allman)
C. integra(MacGillivray)
C. intermedia( Stechow)
C. Juncea( Allman)
C. Junceoides(Borradaile)
C.kincaidi( Hutting)
C.laevis(Hartlaub)
C • la ir i i ( Lamo uro ux

)

C.lennoxens is ( Jaderholm)
C.macrocyttara(Lamouroux)

|

C.macroscypha( Allman)
Cmagnifica( Praser)
C .marginata( Allman)
C .marginata(Bale)
C . cbtus idens ( Jaderholm)
C. occidental is ( Fewkes)
C.pacifica( A.Agass iz

)

C . ptycho cyathus ( Allman)
C.rara( Stechow)
C. raridentata( Alder

)

C.reptans(Lamouroux)
C.retrofl exa( Allman)
C.rigida( A.Agassiz)
C. r it teri( Hutting)
C.rufa(Bale)
C,se:
C. speciosa( Cla.rke)
C .spinulosa(Bale

)

+
+ + ! ±

i

1

I—

-i





Table 10 (continued)

At/as,rsc. I/tcl'C*/? \
s

. > :

* N V fc*^

Campanularia( cont • ) : -
~
C. spiralis ( Nutting)
C.tincta(Hincks

)

4-
* ± -f-

C . tulipi fera ( Al lman

)

t- -+

C.undulata( Lamouroux) +- O - 2. *
C . urn igera ( Lamouro ux

)

r +- O -~/

6

C.verticillata(Linn.

)

+ ~h -h -h-h 4- f + -f- tj ± /(*-Jw
C.viliairancensisl stechow) -h
C.volubilisi Linnaeus ) + -h 4-

f-
+- h ~/ya

Clytia: -

C.attenuata( Calkins)
-h

C.arborescens(Pictet

)

C.bakeri( Torrey

)

-h
h

C.coronata( Clarke

)

±
C.cylindrica( Agassi z) +
C.delicatula(Thorneley

)

-h-h U 3 - VO
C. edwards i ( Nut t ing) +- * + £
C.elongata(Marktar.ner-T« ) +
C.elsae«-oswaldae( Stechow) ~ / O

C . flav i dula ( Me t s chn i kc f

f

)

-

C.fragilis( Congdon) + /-/V
C.geniculata( Thorneley

)

+ / - /O
C.hendersoni( Torrey

)

C« Johnston! ( Alder

)

C. linear is (Thosneley)
+- +-+ 4- +1 O - /rr—

++ -w -

C.longicyatha( Allman) -+ - 9o
C.minuta( Hutting) -so
C.mo 1 lis ( Stechow) + a - *

C. noli formis (llcCrady) + - *•#

C.obeliformis( Stechow) 4-
C.paulensis(Vanhof fen) - /

C.sargassicola( Hutting)
C.serrulata(3ale

)

+ V/ "

+ ±
C .ulvae(Stechow) + - /a
C.uriversitat is ( Torrey

)

+ + + /a -/*-

__C^warreni( Stechow)

-h

fonothyraea:-
G.bicuspi data (Clarke) + ++

-—

,

a ~3o
G.clarkiQlarktanner-Turn.
G.graciiis( Sars

)

r) + +
+ H-'-f

-h-h

+ -/to

G.hyalina(Hincks

)

G. ir.ornata(17utt ing)
G. loveni ( Al lman

)

a -S~S~
G. no dosa( Stechow) +

1 1

-/a

a fanner- J. /laHrfanner- /^n^e^che^-.





Table 10( continued)

CAMPAHULARI BAJE.

o

\

u

>•

%

•

V
\>

VUClltt.

"

mm / - /o
\J • CLXJgjU J.U OCX V -Ua XC / i-

+.
.austral isfvorLendpn f*p 1 ) / - ' o

.austro-georgiae( Jaderh.1
«b i furcata( Hineks ) + + -h -h
.In r rea li s ( ITut t ine) /-

/

d
.brazi^ isns is ( W ^ven) + V/-

'

C • casteliata( Clarke

)

+ 7«r >-

commissural is (McCradv ) + -f- a ~ / o
• ccrona( Tor rey

)

/ ~ / a
• dichotoma( Linnaeus

)

T
.dubia(Hutting) -j-

O.flabellata(Hincks) + +?
. fragi 1 is ( Calkins

)

i
T

O.gelat inosa(Pallas ) u_ l T / / <» o

. gen iculata( Linnaeus ) -*-+ + +- * h _J I_
T 1

0.gracilis( Calkins)
r i v 1 j 1

-/-
r / — / ^

0. griffin i( Calkins) _j-
/

.hyalina ( Clarke

)

/ -

• lo ngiss ima (Pallas

)

-h +

1

.multicilia( Browne

)

t
.multidentata( Fraser)

0.nigrocaulus(Hilgendorf

)

* a ~ 1

.cxydentata( Stechow) + o -/a

C.plicata(Hincks) 4" + t ~ /o
O.serrulata(Bale) Fi- 4-

! I '( i l l
4- -

L " ^
rtho pyxis.: -

.asynimetrica( Stechow)
I

l.j r—fi
—j Mi

j

O.caliculata(Hincks) -+- + + -h-h

O.cly tie ides (Lamouroux) + -h
O.compressa( Clarke

)

4- + + p. crenata(Hartlaub

)

/- 7

C . everta( Clarke

)

+ +
O.vclubilifornis( Sars) +

rfli
o - / O

Silicularj&j,-
|

S. asymme t r ica ( H i lgend or f

)

If -/a

S.atlantica(Marktanner-T.

)

-f-
—

S.bilabiata( Coughtrey

)

+ + + O ~ to

S.hemispherica( Alliran) -h

S.pedunculata( Jaderholm) ~h ~ /

S.repens( Allman) ± -+

S.reticulata(Hartlaub) _|_
- 1 O

-/aS«rosea(Meyen) -#-
i f

ti -f

Thaumantias :

-

T. inconspicua( Forbes) + -»J

i
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North American, Mediterranean, Mascarene, Japanese, South

Alaskan, and Californian. Eight of the 16 species found in

the Pacific are found likewise in the Atlantic or J/'editer-

ranean, while all 5 Mascarene species are also present in

the Atlantic. Clytia is more uniformly distributed than

Campanularia, and this may be explained by recalling that

Clytia belongs almost exclusively to the first zone of depth.

Obelia, a genus of 27 species, is likewise largely

confined to Zone I, and is even more uniformly distributed

than Clytia. In the Horth Atlantic Ocean, the Eastern North

American, Arctic Atlantic and European, and Continental pro-

vinces yield 5 species common to all. All the species

found in the South Atlantic belong to the North Atlantic

group.

The Pacific species form a fairly distinct group, only

8 of the 19 being found in both Pacific and Atlantic. Two

of the Mascarene 3pecies belong to the European fauna, one

to that of the South Pacific, and one is local.

Te have evidence in thi3 genu3 of migration at a more

remote date than that of Campanularia and Clytia, both in

the greater range to which it ha3 attained and in the large

measure of separation between the faunas of the Atlantic and

Pacific Ocaans. When we recall that many species of Obelda

go through a free medusa-stage, while Clytia and nearly all

species of Campanularia do not, thia earlier migration will

have been accounted for at once.
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The other four genera, Orthopyxis . Gonothyraea . Thau-

nantias > and Silicularia . follow the three major genera in

being mo3t abundant either in the North Atlantic or ITorth

Pacific or both, with the exception of the last-named,

which i3 found only in southern latitudes throughout the

world, making it one of the few hydroid3 whoat distribution

indicates an antarctic origin. All four genera live almost

entirely within Zone I.

The Campanularida e , then, are a shallow-water family,

mostly arctic, and of universal and fairly uniform distribu-

tion. Ofrelia was probably the first major genus to migrate

southward, and the migration of the family u.s a whole probably

commenced rather late, as compared with that of other families.

In general, a long period of migration results in differen-

tiation into a large number of genera in relation to species;

the reverse is true in the Campanularidae , whose 7 genera to

138 species plainly indicates a shorter migration period.

12. Synthecidae.

The Synthecidae are the connecting link between the

Campanularidae and the next family, the Sertularidae; the

polyps are provided with the open hydro theca characteristic

of the former, but are sessile and bilaterally arranged like

the latter. In the family there are 3 genera and 16 species.

I have been unable to obtain the statistics of 1 genus,

Lyto3cyphus subrufus (Jaderholm), and so must leave thi3

form cut of the discussion.





Table #11.

SYNTHBC I DAE

.

3 \
. i/

*
— /—z

C^V ^ Co

tfr
Hypopyxis:

-

n • laDrOoa ^ A J_JLTTii-in

)

i \ l

j

—

'

-f-

— j —

i

m i

4-L,v t o3 c .y ph u. s~: -

_L. subrufus ( Jaderholm)"j
Svnthecium: -

S .alternans ( Allman)

—

r

S .campylocarpum( All. )

i

S • chllenaei Bartlaub ) \

S . cy 1 indr i cum ( Ba le y 4-
S . ele gans ( Allmlfn

)

S .evansi( Ellis&Solander ) t - *-

S .iri£.ldivense(Eo nadaile
1 m _ » 1

) + -h
B. orthe gpniumiBusk; —p.—,—|——.

—

&
S .patulum(Busk)
S . raire sum ( A 1iman

)

_
S . r e c tum ( Nutt i n g) ±
S.rcbustum( Cutting) -*-+
S . tufciger (Borradaile

)

J

-H 2.0 ~*fO
S. tubithecum(/llman)

|

r

1 r l
••>!'—. L

—

+ ++ +
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The Synthecidae afford us the 3econd example of hydro ida

which have migrated north from an antarctic source, the first

case "being Silicularia, of the Campanularidae. The genus

Synthecium . which contains all hut one of the apecita, is

most ahundant (4 species) in the Hew Zealand and Mascarene,

and in the South Australian (6 species), while scattered

representatives of the genus are found in the Indian Ocean,

and in the Pacific as far north aa Japan, Hawaii, and Cali-

fornia. The only representatives in the Atlantic Ocean

are 2 apecie3 in the Weat. Indian province and 1 in the

Mediterranean. Hypopyxia labroaa (Allman) , the only form

outside the genus Synthecium, comes from South Australia.

In depth, Synthecium lives almost exclusively in

Zones I and II, while the single specimen of Hypopyxi3

was found in Zone IV.

In a family so 3mall as this there are scarcely suf-

ficient data for many conclusions. We may "be sure, hov/ever,

that this migration was from Antarctic regions, and that it

must have "been 'at an early time to have effected even the

existing dietr ihution.

13. S ertularidae

.

The Sertularidae form the second largest family of

hydroids, containing 18 genera and 289 species. The largest

family ar 9 the Plumularidae , with 306 species. All "but 23

species of Sertularidae are included within the S major

genera:- Sertularella (96); Sexiulaxiii (SO); Thuiaria (40);

Diphasia (25); Ahietinaria (20); Selaginopsi3 (20). These
7

genera are all of sufficient to merit individual discussion.
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The first genus, Sertularella . i3 found in every pro-

vince, "but Is moat abundant in five widely separated regions:

the west Indies, Australia, Japan, Alaska, and Cape-Horn and

Patagonia. A comparison of the species found in these

regions shows that in no one of the five regions are there

more than one-third of the species of Sertularella which are

found in any other one province; in most cases the proportion

is much smaller. These areas are in a large measure dis-

tinct from one another.

Comparing group3 of provinces in the different oceans,

we find all the provinces of the North Atlantic connected by

a large number of forms common to all or most of them. The

same i3 true of the provinces in the South Atlantic and in

the South Pacific. To the group centering in the ITorth

Atlantic belong the specie3 found in the Mediterranean,

West and South African; to the Magellanic-Patagonian group

belong species from South Africa. Kerguelen, and Australia,

(nearly one-half of the species). Thi3 indicates an antarctic

source for at lea3t those groups of Sertularella centering

about Cape Horn and Australia, and that the former province

was populated mainly from the Australian.

The statement has been made that independent, bipolar

development within a single genus was inconcievable . So,

regarding the question of a southern origin for the entire

genus, we find:- a) of the 13 species found in one or more

of the 4 Arctic provinces, 4 are local and 9 are found in





SERTULARILAE.
Table #12.

/es

Pact'*

Jflaietin
aria:-

A . at iet ina ( LI r.na eus

)

T A.alexanderi( Lut t ing)
j A ,amphora( Hutting)
r A.anguina(Trask)
A.arr.ulata(Kircheopauerl
A.ccei(lTutting)
A . compr e s sa (Mer es c hko?;s Jdy

)

A.ccsta ta (ITutting)
A.fiiicula(Ellis&Solander

)

E A . gi gar,! ea ( Clark

)

A, gracilis (ITutting)

_^ A. greer.ei (Murray)
_ A. inccrstans( Clarke

)

_A. juriperus(Kirchenpauer)
i .melo (Kirchenpaue r

)

A.r igioa( Fraser

)

" A. tiles ii(Kircher.pauer

)

r A. traski( Tcrrey

)

_ A. turgida( Clarke)
A . variab i 1 i s ( C larke

)

i ra : -

+ + +
-h

+
+++

±

4-

C . canvpanula ta ( Tarr e n

)

Ttesmes cy i~ hus;

-

t

B.palkensis(Thorneley)
I>» ot>l i quus( Alliran) J

Piety

o

cl> c i uir. : -

D . e icho t omuir. ( A 1lman

)

D . f1 at e 1 1urn (

I

T
u 1 1 i ng

)

I . fus c uir ( H i c ks o n& Grave iy

)

ri).reticulatum(KircheRpauer)
jjjphas ia : -

D . alata ( Hin c ks

)

L.attenuata(Hincks)
D . o ip i n r.a ta ( Al liran

)

i D.clarae( Fraser)
ccrniculata(Murray

)

\~ D.ccronifeia(Allman)
_D.derbeki(Kudelin)
' D.digitalis(Eusk) -f +
D. elegans(

EL E« fal Iax( Johnston)
tD.kir.caidi( Nutt ing)

E.mutulata(Busk)
F E.nuttingi( Stechow)
W D • paarrr.an i ( I'ut t i ng

)

r D.palmata( ITutting)

^ D. pinaster (EITi isi.Solanc.er J

EL D.pinnata( Pallas)
t D . pulchra ( ITut t i ng

)

M_ E.rcsacea(Linr;aeus

)

& D.scalariformis(Kirkpatrick)
Bsud- carmatusC Busk,

I tamar i sea ( Li r naeus

,

L E . the rne 1f^iTf i t cp e

)

- U.trccicaitutting;

»

i.V/anuelK Levins en)

*t -V/*

0-t>33

o -/a

f

y-xs

+

++•

+

+ +

-h

+ +
-h-h -t +

-h -h +

+ +

V ~**3

-/S*/-
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O A /J jf 1 JO Vs^P&C. 'CO

tie.

ri

V

c Co ?
>. > V

Hydxax j rr^ piaj —

L

—
'

:

—1 1—^

—

' ! r*
—

1 (

H.dietars ( Tut ting)
H • X.CX Ua LCI. V J- X III.£2 C JLO J

fi. franciscana(Trask)
Til ^1 * o •

—

—

l»priSI l£ \ ±jo.I71CU 1 ux

/

+ +—
Lineolaria : -

i

Ij . ±1; u J.O Set v 111ncxs

;

/ -/o
Odontoll.eca : -

±
\J » >J j. j. \/ Ulo. \J_iJ.XiijClCU.& / ±± ++ + -h~h

Pftgythea:

-

P.hexcdon(Eusk)
P.quadridentata(El .<LScl

«

)

Selarir.opsis : -

S . allman i( I>o rr<an

)

S.arct ica(Bonnevie) —• ^

S.bidentata( Allman) TS.cedrina( Linnaeus)
S.cylindrica( Clarke) -1- - / 7
S.decemserialis U'eresch]CO,wsky

)

+
S.fusca( Johnston) -f + +
B.hartlai/bi( Hutting) —13-
B.inirabi] is(Verrill) + + -y „ x

S..novae-2elanaiae(inomp$orJ +
S.obsoleta( Lepechin) ±
S . o cho tens l s ere s c hko v. s lo

S . o rna t a ( 17u 1 1 i ne;

)

n +

S.pinaster (Lepechin)
S . p i r n :tta ( J'e r es chkows ky ]

S . pi uir.i fc rr, is ( ITut t i r.g)
+ +

S. tatarica(Kudel in)
S . thuj a ( Me re s chkows ky

)

£>.triserialis(A'1 ereschko?;s]
%

4- -s/ -
S.urceblifera(Kirchenpauei

ogy-curare xia : -

S . afr i c a naT^arr en

)

+
S . a lb ida ( K i rc he r.pauer

)

+
g .a1lman i ( Kar t laub

)

+- f
S .ampho r i fe ra ( A 1 lira n

)

S.arborea(Kirchenpauer

)

±
B . arb or i fc nr. i s ( Ma rktann € r« ±
B.areyi( Cutting)
S.capil aaris( Allmn)
|.catena( Aliman)
S.clark&Urereschkowsky ) - /i^vy
J . clausa ( A 1 lman

)

|. c cir.plexa(Kut ting) -1-

^fc.ccnica( Allman) +- + +•
J. c cr t o r ta ( K ir c henpa uer)h ± + + <? -/
B.crassicau lis (Heller)





Table f12 (continued )

>

B

CP

/ /•

IVfc ^ f
V-

4=

j

4 4
D • U.CI- « — 1 1 1 a i t^y / 4 4-
D • C 1 1 1 US (.<.{ J XXTT.S.Ti ;

7. di stars ( Allman)
DtUlVariCala^uSK; + 4-
S . ech inoearpa ( / 1 Iran

)

S.elegans (Tutting)
-h

S.ellieii(Kincks) * -J>0
S.episcopus( Al .:ma.n)

8 . exigua ( Thcmps o n

)

-f- 4-4
O ~ / '

8. exs er ta ( A 1 lira n

)

S . fil i forrr.is { Al lrra n

)

S.flexil is(Kartlai>b

)

8 . fc rmo sa( Fewkes

)

S.fusifcrmis(Hincks)
S . gay i ( Lamo ur oux

)

S.gigantea(Tei eschkowskj
S.gctoK Stechow)
JLhartlaubi( Tutting)
8. inabai(Stechow)

+

r)
f

i

+++
55 +

•h-t-f-f-i- -f-

-f-

-f
± 4"

4-

4-

i

-f-

4-

4
4-

><r

~ y -

a -fa

8. infr&c ta { Kirche npau e r

)

S.inteirupta(Pfeffer)
S. jchnstoni( Gray

)

S.laevis (Bale)
S.lageno ices ( Stechow

)

S.leiocarpa ( Al Iman

)

S.levinser;i( Tutting)
S.lcngitheca(Bale)
S.racrotheca(Br;l e)
8 . T*tf> ITPT * ^ >* T T' Ti ( TLTS4 Y* IrT" r- y~ &y \

-f-

4-

4-
Tr-T

i5"

-2. -at-

0~/0

] 1

*
w . l.c j%c —gl L . ±.\^ a. \ b.a. x js. uci I. x.c J.

8.magna ( Tut ting)
B.Bargaritacea(AlIman)
S.rnediterranea(Hartlaub

)

8.m e ga s toma ( ITu1 1 i n g

)

S.meric.i oralis (Tut ting)

r.

-f-

±
4-

4

4-
/* 7

_W i Ui. ] iU _ Ct \ li U . 1/ i II £^ J

8 .BIO (l(J<$tB.( KriT t 1 F r "h )

S.BicrooleviTaf T'o r Vta rr (
j r-

S • TTll 'pi 1 P r 1 iTTS rrV, or*T~nnoT" 1

B.npcl pp+r i TVi nn'T «

^

T » /

-h
4-

/ i

O -/

4-2,4
S.paessl or i(Kartlaub) 4- O -So 1

8 .T5&11 ioaf Kirche rtjaupr

)

-4-

S.parvula( Allman)
8.pata go r. i ca ( d' Crb i gny

)

8.pedrensis(Tori ey

)

4- - a,o
S. pi eta (ITey en) - >"
Lpir.nataC Clarke) +

-f-
o.pinragerau-artiauc

;

S.plect ilis ( Hickson&Grave!
«/ - v

S .piuira ( Kirchenpaue r

)

4-





Table ffl2( continued)

BERTULABIDdE.

^ 1

t3J

Shears. TJ s
~*

•>

Sertularellaf con t. ) :

-

r r

S.po lyzo niasCLinna eu s ) +. -h 4' 4- 4-4* 4- 1—

h

4--+~4 4*4-
S.prctecta(Kartlaub

)

4-4- a —

/

S. quadra ta( Hutting) 4-
S. quadridens(Bale) ^/ - / -y-

S . quadrifida(Ht.rtlaub ) 4-4--J_ 4- <T"-

S.rectitheca(Kitchie) -f- ;*

S . rcbusta( Coughtrey

)

S . rub el la ( K i rchenpaue r

)

4-

5. rugosa( Linnaeus) 4—4-
r

4-4-
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more southern provinces; b) only 23 of the 96 species of

Sertularella are not found within or south of the tropics;

of these, 17 are local, and of the 17, 7 are from Japan or

Hawaii, the faunaa of both fehe3e regions being most closely

allied to that of Australia and Oceania. This leaves only

15 species which at the present tiae are 3trictly northern,

or les3 than one-sixth of the genus, presenting a strong

argument in favor of antarctic origin.

The Australian area seems to be the center from which

the migration has gone on. The west-flowing currents have

carried the hydroids into the Atlantic, via the Mascarene

and South African provinces, and thence to the llorth Atlantic.

In depth, Sertularella is equally abundant in Zones I

and II, and somewhat less so in Zones III and IV. llearly

one-sixth of the species are found in Zone V, an unusually

large proportion.

It i3 perhaps well to note that thi3 time that the

Sertularidae contain a very large number of local species,

in Sertularella, for instance, 61 of the 96 species are

local, while 19 more are confined to two or three provinces.

The significance of thi3 will be discussed later.

Sertularia , the genus next in importance, centers about

Australia, and 43 of the 60 species occur in the New Zealand-

Australian-Oceanic group of provinces. If the Mascarene and

Japanese provinces are included, the number ri3es to 47.

There is a sort of subsidiary center in the West Indian
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province, containing 12 3pecie3, "but 6 of these belong also

in some one of the South Pacific group of provinces, and the

West Indian forms have undoubtedly originated in the South

Pacific.

Considering first the species in the ITorth Atlantic

i.e. those found in one of the ITorth Atlantic province, from

the Brazilian around to the West African, we find here 18

species, of which 6 are local, 2 are found in two adjacent

provinces, 1 in three provinces, and the remaining 9 are

found also in the South Pacific center.

Three of the 4 species found in the ITorth Pacific are

South Pacific forms.

These figures show clearly the origin of the genus

Sertularia from an Antarctic scarce, and give us a striking

example of the distribution of a group of hydroids from a

common southern center.

Sertularia is most abundant in Zone I; about one- fourth

of the species are found in Zone II, and almost none in any

of the deeper zones. Since the tendency of shallow-water

hydroids i3 to migrate farther and in greater numbers than

their deep-water relatives, the comparatively scant distri-

bution of Sertularia outside its main center can be explained

only by assuming that Sertularia is one of the antarctic

hydro id3 which, like the Campanulinidae of the notth, was

not fonced into warmer water3 by the Pleistocene glacier,

its distribution having been more gradual because it is

primarily a cold-water hydroid.
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Thuiaria, the third genus in order of importance, with

40 specie3, has three principal centers, one including the

Eastern ITorth American and Arctic Atlantic provinces, and the

other including Arctic and So uth Alaska; this indicates at

once that Thuiaria is an arctic hydroid.

In the ITorth Atlantic center, 10 of the 16 species are

common to both the named provinces, and the other 6 are local.

In the Alaskan center, 7 of the 13 species are common to both

provinces, and 7 are common also to the ITorth Atlantic center.

All species found elsewhere in the Atlantic Ocean are

found also in the ITorth, except three local forms, and one

species (T.tubuliformis) which at present has a southern

distribution. This species, however, i3 found in the Vest

Indies, and is doubtless found north of this province.

Of the 30 species in the Pacific Ocean, 14 are found in

the Alaskan center. Of the remaining 16, 1 is ccnuron to the

Japanese and Arctic Asiatic provinces, 1 to Australia and

Hawaii, and 14 are local, distributed as follows;- New

Zealand (2); Australia (5); Japan (5); and Arctic Asia (2).

It is easily concievable that most of the Japanese 3pecie3,

if not all, are of direct arctic origin, as two have already

been shown to be; the cold Kamschatka current from the

Bering Sea is the carrier. This would leave but 8 species of

Thuiaria in the Pacific not connected with an arctic sourca.

The arctic origin of Thuiaria, though not so distinctly shown

as in the Atlantic, i3 nevertheless perfectly plain.
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In depth, Thuiaria i3 equally abundant in the first

two zones, and only a little less so in the third zone.

It i3 thus readily exposed to the action of ocean currents,

which have effected a wide distribution through the northern

hemisphere and a more scattered distribution in the southern.

Diphasia, a genus of 25 species, is most abundant along

the west and north-west coasts of Europe. Considering, then,

the Continental and Arctic European provinces a3 the center,

we find that in the entire Atlantic Ocean, 4 of the 8 species

found outside these two provinces are found within them as

well.

In the Pacific, 4 of the 7 species in the New Zealand-

Australian regions are found also in the Atlafc&ic, and one

as far west as the Red Sea (E.African) . In the Japanese

province, 3 out of 4 species are local, and one i3 found in

Hawaii. Two of the 4 Alaskan-Californian species are local,

1 is an Atlantic form, and one is Alaslcan. Thus the fauna

of the Australian region is undoubtedly related to that of

the European, so far as Diphasia is concerned, while that of

the rest of the Pacific i3 not. Thi3 may be explained by

noting that no species of Diphasia have been recorded from

the Patagonian, Magellanic, Peruvian, or Llexican provinces,

and only 1 from the Brazilian; a migration south through the

Bering Sea is thus perfectly plain, since migration around

Cape Horn would certainly have left some traces in South
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America, and migration through the Mascarene is most unlikely

because of the predominance of west-flowing currents through

the Indian Ocean.

Diphasia is most abundant in Zones II, III, and IV, and

as many have been found in Zone V as in Zone I. It distri-

bution must thu3 have been slow and unaffected oy the agen-

cies acting on shallow-water forms. Here again we find that

practically all the species farthest from home live in the

fir3t and second zones.

Selaginopsig , a genus of 20 species, is the most strictly

arctic genus yet discussed in the family Sertu laridae. It is

most abundant along the east coa3t of Siberia (Japanese) and

in the two Alaskan provinces; only two local species are

found south of the equator, one in ITov; Zealand, and one at

Kerguelen.

Seventeen of the 20 species are grouped within the

Japanese-Arctic Asiatic -Alaskan area, and all the 5 species

from the North Atlantic are also fdund in this center,

except one local Arctic European form.

Host species of Selaginopsi3 live in the. second zone

of depth.

Selaginopsis is a good example of a holarctic genus,

mo3t of whose members are 3till in arctic waters. It3 dis-

tribution into warmer waters ha3 evidently just begun, as

evidenced by the extensive northern distribution and the

identity of Pacific and Atlantic groups.
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Abietinar la . the last of the 6 major Sertularian genera,

i3 nude up of 20 species. It is practically confined to the

North Pacific Ocean, to an even greater extent than Selagin-

opsis; only 2 species are found outside the llorth Pacific,

and these are North Atlantic representatives of Pacific species.

In depth,Abietinar ia is most abundant in the second and

third zone3, but of frequent occurrence down to 500 fathoms.

Like Selaginopsis , it is an arctic form whose distribution

ha3 only ju3t begun.

An examination of the distribution charts of the 12

minor Sertularian genera will show that in most cas ?s the

distribution is either northern or southern, even though

but ferw species are redorded. From these records and from

those of the 6 major genera, we may tabulate the origins of

the Sertularian genera as follows:-

Arctic

:

- Antarctic: -

Species Species
Thuiaria 40 Sertularella 96
Dipha3ia 25 Sertularia 60
Selaginop3i3 20 Pasythea 2
Abietinaria 20 Dictyociadium 4
Hydrallmania 4 Idiella 1

5 genera, 109 species Desmo3cyphu3 2

Staurotheca 3

Calamphora 1

Odontotheca 2
Thuiella 1
Lineolaria 2
Thyro3cyphus 5

Stereotheca 1
13genera, 180 species

The large number of small genera in the antarctic group

i3 made up almost entirely of forms very similar in every
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re3pect to Sertularella and Sertularia, and were included by

earlier writers in these two genera. It is only within the

last two decades that taxo no mists have placed them in separate

genera after careful study of their characteristics, deciding

that they are nevertheless direct linean descendants of the

two major genera.

The 5 arctic genera are well-defined, and have no such

direct descendants as have the two great antarctic genera.

This is to be expected from what we know of the essentially

arctic character of most of these 5 genera, their method of

life and their probable period of migration.

The Sertularidae , in conclusion, are a family of bipolar

origin, whose southern branch was the first to migrate and

hence is the more numerous in genera and species and the more

widely distributed. The distribution of the northern branch

of the family has been retarded by the fact that the arctic

group lived on the whole in deeper waters than the antarctic

group* A eomparison of the two groups with regard to depth

howl thi3i-

3y species: -

Zone I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Arctic 33 46 29 23 14 5 1

Antarctic 93 56 35 16 19 5 3 1

By approximate percents:-

Arctic 30 42 22 21 13 5 1
Antarctic 52 31 19 9 11 3 2 1

The antarctic group are most abundant in Zone I, and the

arctic group in Zone II.
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14. Plumularidae.

The Plumularidae are the last of the hydro id families

under discussion, and are considered by most writers to

be the most highly developed of all the hydro ids. There

are 32 genera and 307 species; this show3 a considerably

larger number of genera in relation to species than was the

case in either the Campanularidae or the Sertularidae

,

the two families nearest the Plumularidae in size.
Genera/spec ie

3

Campanularidae 7 genera; 138 species .041
Sertularidae 18 M 28 9 w .062
Plumularidae 32 " 307 " .104

Like the Sertularidae, which 3ome authors consider the

hidhest in the hydroid scale, the large majority (242) of

species are contained within six major genera, which are:-

Aglaophenia (88); Plumularia (79); Halicornaria (23);

Cladoc-ir pu3 (20); Lvto carpus (20); Antennularla and ITemer -

te3ia, two practically identical genera (19). These will

be discussed in turn.

Aglaophenia

,

in number of species, is second only to

Sertularella among all the hydroid3. The genus attains its

greatest development in the West Indies (28 sp.), with a

center almost as important in the South Australian province.

The groups in these two centers are practically distinct,

only 3 3pecies being common to both.

Considering first the 3pecies of Aglaophenia found

in the North Atlantic Ocean, we find that of the 46 species

recorded from this region, including the Brazilian and
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—
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AntpTHriil^ria.* —
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A. cylindrical Bale

^

6""7
A. decusScitaf KircVieTTrauer \
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_

_JJL
A* fascicularis ( Allman

)
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J
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•f "|

A.perr ier i ( Billard) +
A.profunda( Quelch)

-f-
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A. s implex ( Allman

)
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—
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C . re ntricosus ( Allinan

)
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Tabl e fig ( continued )

FLuTULAKIDAE.

Specter

Diplopterory: -

D . grar.de ( Nut t ing

)

_ I>.lcngipinna( Nutting)

J).quadr i c o rne ( ITu 1 1 ing

)

Gottyaj -

Q. huir.i I i s ( A 1 ] me n

)

Hftlieorna.ria: *

E. as c idle ides (Betle)
"E.baileyi(Bale)
H . bryan i ( Nutt i rig

)

_ H. expansa ( Jaderho im

)

E.furcata(Bale)
_

E.gracicaulis( Jaderholm
E.haswelli(Bale)

_E.hians(Busk)
_H. ilicistomav^ale)
_ E. ir?signis( Allman)
E. i8hikav;ai( Stechow)

_E.lcngicauda( Nutting)
JI.lcngirostris(Kirchenp4uer)
K . pansa ( K i r chenpau er

)

E.pr- lifera(Bale)
E . ramu 1 i fe ra ( A1iman

)

E.roretzii(Lrarktar;ner-Ti

)

E . sac car ia ( AlIman

)

E.setosa( Armstrong)
E.spec iosa( Allman)
E.superba(Bale

)

H . va r iab ilis ( Nutt ing)
Halicornopsi|ji
E. el egaps

(

Lamarck)
Halopteris:-
E • car inata ( Al Iman

)

Keiricarv us : - ' ~ '

E.pennarius ( Linnaeus

)

Hete rc 2
. .

-

E.pLuma( Allman)
Hpfiurelia: -

__Ji.l ongicarpa( Nu t ti n g

)





Table £L3 (continued)

S/t?e e tej>

L.anrandalei( Ritchie

)

L.clark4(Hutt ing)
L.crosslandi( Ritchie

)

L.curtus( Hutting)
L.fasciculatus(Thorneley)
L. furcatus ( ITutt ing)
L . gra e ffe i ( K i rch enpaue r

)j

L. grandis ( Clarke

)

L . nawa. i i ens i s ( lTu11 i ng

)

L.longicornis(Busk)
L.mult iplicato-pinnata( Kirch.

)

L.patulus(Kirchenpauer )
]

L.philippinus(Kirchenpauei^--f--f
L.phoeniceus(Busk)
L.plumosus(Thorneley

)

L.racemiferus( Allman)
l.ramosus( Fewkes

)

L. simil is ( Hutting)
L. singular is (Bil lard)
L. spectao i 1 i s ( Al Iman }

Monostaechas : -

M.fisherillTutting)
M . quadr i dens ( lie C ra dy_)

Monothe

c

a: -

M.margaretta( Hutting)
M.obliuua ( Johnston)

llemertes ia: -»

H.ciliata(Bale

)

N.disticha(Heller)
N. intermedia (Kirchenpaueir)
N.;japonica( Stechow)
K.noryegica( G.O.Sars)
H • ramo sa ( Lamour oux

)

I

H « t etrast i chaj M^negjrj^ni)
fettdltheca: -

~

J. da'lliT Clarke)

I

QPhinella: -

0. paras it i ca ( Hinc ks

)

Plumu lar ia_: -
P.abiet ina( Al Iman

)

P.aglaopheno ides (Bale)
P.alata(Bale)
P.alicia( Torrey)

. P. alleni( Hutting)
P.a,ltitheca( Hutting)
P.annul igera( Ouelch)
P.Attenuata( Allman)
P . aus t ra 1 is ( K i rch enpau er,

)

P.badia(Kircheni;auer)
P."bcnneviae(Bonnevie,n.nj.

)

P.buskii(Bale)





Table #15 (continued)

FLUMULARIDAE.

/>— - -

i

4-

•TV' rv

X It

07
>
id
v

Pluaular ia ( c o nt.) ' -

pYcaTfc"ula ta (Ba1 e )
j

P. campanula ( Busk

)

4-

P.catharina( Johnston) ± 4r.

P.caulitheca( Fewkes

)

P. clarki( Tutting)
P.ccmpacta( Thorneley

)

4-
4-

P.compressafBale

)

4- o ~ / *

P.ccrnuta(Bale) 4 4
P. ccrrugata( Hutting) 4- 4- 4
P.curvata( Jaderhclm)

i4 4- _
P. delicata( Hutting) 4-

P» dendritica (Hutting) 4- 1 ~j4. "

P.diaphana( Heller

)

4-4- 4-4-4- 4- 4- o -S"><,

P.dolichotheca( Allman) 4- /a
P. ech inula ta( Lamarck)
P.filicaulis(Kirchenpaue r)

4- 4 J± 4- a -*

+ 4
P. fi 1 icula( Allman

)

P. flab e11 urn (Al lman) 4-

P.flexuosa(Eale) —

L

P . flo r i dana ( Hut t i ng) h
P.frutescens(i;ilis&Solar,der) + 4-
P . gaimard i ( Lamo uro ux ) 4
P. geminata ( Al j rran

)

—

—

r.glacialis ( Hicksor.&Greve lv

)

i4- / ir-v
P. goodei( Hutting) m +-

<—
4 I — a i

P.habereri( Stechow) 4-
P.halecio ides (Alder) 4- 44- 4- ± 4- & — ?

P.hertwigi( Stechow) 4- a — if

P.hyalina(Bale)
F

4- —

P. gro enlandica ( Levins en

)

4-

P. ir.ermis( Hutting) 4-4-
P. ins i gni s ( Al lman

)

4
Ff • jcrdani( Hutting) 4

P. lagen ifera ( Allman

)

P.liechtensterni(Marktan ner*
4- 4- 4 ±

—
f — L ftm

- X •
i 4~

P. macro theca( Allman

)

4 J .

P .mage1Ian ica ( Hart laub

)

P.me gal o c ephala ( Al lman

)

4-
—

|

P. milleri( Hutting) + 4
P.mult ino da ( Al lman

)

P.cbconica(Kirchenpauer) —
P«cligopyxis(Kirchenpaue

F
4?

P . palm er i ( Hutting) 4-4-
P . pauc i no da ( Hut ting) 4 /^/
P.pinnata(Linr.aeus) + 4-4- +
P.plumularioides( Clarke) i

4- 4-
P.procumbens{ Spencer )

j

i + j
P.profunda( Hutting) 4 j

-P«pulchella(Bale

)

r 4- a - /o
P» ramsay i ( Bal e

)

UHH4-
P . s cabra ( Lamar ck

)

4~-h
( 1 ; .

o
P.setacea(El} is

)

4-4-4- 4-4- 4-4-
P.setacec ides (Bale) 4 ~'*--\
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Table #13 ( continued )

PLUHULARI DAE

.

J

$

(

%X
Plumularia( cent. ) : -

P.siliquosct( Hi neks)

• !

P.sircilisOlincks

)

4-
P.spinulosa(Bale) 4 ~ to
P.stylifera( Al Iman) 4-

P» sulcata ( Lamarck) 1

-h
P . t ufca ( Kirchenpau er

)

P. tubule- sa( Bale

)

+
P. turtii ca(Bale

)

P. it iTa.t,PTcil is ( T\ i t ph i e ) ! -4
P.variat i I is ( Cue lcli

)

+
P.virginiae ( ITutt ing) 4- i- t*

P»warreni( Stechow) 4-

1

—
* • V. cl I l/Ol \ -LurtX C j __

Ptttvplumular iaj_-

* • cix JIxx- L>ct ^ j.. U U L. j. . i [_, / 4

_

P f*l ftV>pl "1 ^» vq ^x • iJ.aut,XJ.a Let, y oetlay 4- -f-

Pycnotheca: -

P . m i Tab i 1 is ( Al "I ma n ^

f

4- ± 4-

.....

4-
P« TITTiriDP 'f'.Pi I Tifi 1 PIX • J^X V V. OCtf \ XJCX X o / 4- —

J

U^/iiX^-U OX ItUUa
S .Vi i furCeif Kart j s-uln )W • k' A X V4X w \ 1 LCXX UXU*Uw / 4- •>ic •> P
S •fticho toiuaf ITu 1 1 inc) 1

S . tZTtic illimaf fi. . Sars ) / fc' ^

S *rm : 1 1, i f*u vnft t a. ( A 1 1 n i 4 > <-

S .parvula ( ITut ting) + 3
S. tere 11a (Verrill)

J3 . ur i fur ca ta ( AlIman

)

{e-i00-

uw x ixx c x --c*. •

S. indivisa( Allman)
;

Strepto caulus : -

_ Bj>pulcherrimus( Allman)

i

—
Lmh

Ihecocarpus : -

X • UCUvulW wX \ i\ U v VX X i{< /

T • t» isp i nos us ( Al Iman

)

+
T.brevirostris(Busk) V

l_ l- 4- 4 4J - i>-
T.distans( Allman) 2- 4> J
T.fcrmcsus(Busk)
T.inyriophyllujn(Linn4eus )

|

_T. niger( Hutting)
+

T.normani(ITutting)
•i

T-T
[

_ —
LT .phy t euma (Kirc):enpau er

)

4- -f-

1
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We3t African provinces, only 12 are not reported from the

central area covered by the Brazilian, West Indian, and

Eastern ITorth American provinces. Seven of the 12 are local

species, and 4 are South African, a relation of considerable

significance. There are but 4 species in the arctic region

of the Atlantic, and the sole occurrence of 3 of these is

the previously mentioned discovery of 3 species of Aglao-

phenia in a "warm 3pot" off the coast of Norway. Aglaophenia

is thus a warm-water genus, and the scarcity of representa-

tives in the higher latitudes of the North Atlantic shows

at once that it is not of arctic origin.

Centering about South Africa is a group of Aglaophenias

,

13 in number, whose affinities lie ndither with the West

Indian nor the Australian faunas. Not one South African

species is found in the West Indies, though 4 ar e found else-

where in the North Atlantic. Similarly, but 1 South African

species is found in the South Australian province, though 1

i3 found in New Zealand and 1 in the East African.

There is a significant absence of Aglaophenia from the

coasts of South America, and except for the Brazilian pro-

vince, which lies adjacent to the West Indies, there are

only 2 local species along the entire coa3t.

Turning to the Pacific, we find there 39 species, of

which 24 are found within the Australian-New Zealand area.

No representative of the genus has been found north of

Japan and Puget Sound.
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In the Mascarene province 8 3pecie3 are found, of

which 2 are found also in Australia and 2 in the Atlantic

Ocean; 5 are local.

In depth, Aglaophenia lives mostly in Zone I; the

considerable numbers in Zones II and III are nearly all

isolated records of local species. It would thus be fairly

expo3ed to the action of ocean currents.

We have here three regions, Australian, South African,

and Test Indian, who3e species are practically distinct,

and yet we must believe that the migration has followed this

path. Rea3on3 for tills are seen in the dearth of arctic and

of South American species and in the connection, even though

slight, which the fauna of the Mascarene makes between those

of the Atlantic, South African, and South Australian. Further*,

more, it is at once apparent that the West Indies were not

populated from the antarctic around Cape Horn without leaving

any traces of Aglaophenia south of Brazil. The only course

open to us is to believe that the genus had Australia as it3

first center, that the West Australian and the Equatorial

Currents caused the distribution to be toward the vest,

through the Mascarene and South African, and that the Benguela

and South Equatorial Currents carried the first representatives

across to the coast of Brazil and the "'est Indies, vhere, in

warm waters and otherwise favorable environment, development

and differentiation have proceeded at a rapid rate, until we

find at present what appears to be the center of a group of
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tropical hydroids in the Vest Indies. Hutting and a number

of other authors consider Aglaophenia a tropical genus, a

belief based only on its abundance in the tropics. But :f

this is true, how could it have spread from there to Africa

and Australia? Surely not around Cape Horn, and ocean currents

around the Cape of Good Hope would not have permitted such a

migration. The West Indian representatives of the genus are

tropical in habits by this time, but the ancestral figlaoplienias

must have come from a South Pacific, and ultimately, an ant-

arctic center.

To account for the distinct characters of the species

found in the three centers mentioned above, we need only remem-

ber that the exceedingly great period of time necessary to

effect the notable specialization which is found in the struc-

ture of Agluophena and all other Plumularians works also to

differentiate closely allied forms into separate soecies,

and that h^re the time element is the principal factor.

Plumularia , the second major genus, certains 79 species.

It is most abundant in 4 regions:- Australia, the Vest Indies,

Buroue, (and the Mediterranean), and California; and here, as

before, we find a large measure of separation between the

species inhabiting these regions.

In the Atlantic Ocean, only 3 species are common to the

Yest Indies and Europe; the affinities of the European group

are more with the African fauna, the Continental province

having 8 species in common with the Mediterranean, 3 with
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the V.'^st African, 3 with the SouthAfrican , and 3 with the

East African. The 1 species from Kerguelen is found also in

Europe

.

In the Pacific, there are 48 species of Plumularia. Of

these, 28 are found within the Austral ia-}.Tew Zealand area.

27 species are found outside this center, 7 of which are

found in the center as well. Of the remaining 20, 8 are

local, 5 are found in 2 or more provinces in the ITorth

Pacific, 2 are found in the ITa&ellanic-Patagonian region,

and 5 are found in the ITorth Atlantic Ocean. It is worthy

of note that 3 of the 5 species common to both oceans are

also found in such intermediate provinces as the Australian,

Kascurene , East African and South African, hut that only

the most cosmopolitan species of all, P. setacea, is repor-

ted from South America (Peruvian).

One of the 2 Mascarene species is Australian and the

other is cosmo <.olitan (P. setacea.)

In depth, Plumularia predominates in Zone I, with a

considerable number in the ne.rt three zones.

To determine the probably course of migration of Plumu-

laria, we have essentially the same facts to work with as

were seen in the study of Aglaophen ia
,
namely:- a) a center

in Australia ana another in the West Indies, practically

distinct from each other; b) very few species in South

America as contrasted with a fairly continuous chain from

Australia to the West Indies and the ITorth Atlantic via

South Africa; c) favorable currents for a migration along

the latter route. Thus, contrary to the assumption of
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many, Pluir.ula.ria arose, not in the tropics, but in the

antarctic, with Australia as its first real center, the

ITorth Atlantic being populated by the same currents as

carried Aglaophenia over a similar course. The distribu-

tion in the Pacific i3 explicable by the ocean currents

found there.

Haliccrnaria , a genus of 23 species, is plainly of

antarctic origin. The Austral ian-Oceaanic area contains 12

species, the Japanese 3 local species and 2 belonging to the

first region, the Hawaiian has 1 Oceanic and 1 local species

a.nd the rest of the Pacific Ocean none. There are 6 species

in the Mascarene, of Which 3 are found also in the South

Pacific center and 3 are local. The 2 Ea3t African and

South African species also come from the South Pacific.

The 4 Atlantic forms are all local, as might be expected.

Halicornaria is primarily a genus of Zone I, but is

found almost as frequently in Zones II and III.

"We have here a clear case of incipent migration from an

Australian center. It well demonstrates what must have been

the earlier stages in the migrations of Piumuluria and

Aglaophenia

.

Cladocarpus

,

in the light of what we have already seen

regarding the antarctic origin of the first three genera,

presents a marked change, for not one of its 20 species is

found south of the equator. All but 2 are confined to the

ITorth Atlantic Ocean, and 13 species are found in a center i

the West Indies. There are 6 Eastern ITorth American species
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of which 4 are also found in the Vest Indies. Four of the

8 species found elsewhere are found also in one of these

two provinces. Only two species are found in the Pacific;

the single Japanese species is recorded from the Contin-

ental and the Arctic European, and the one Alaskan form

is local.

There is no recourse hut to "believe Cladocarpus a

genus of arctic origin, and this "belief is strengthened "by

the fact that no less than 6 species are found within

arctic provinces. The migration from arctic waters must

have been during a very early period, to have effected the

change which has made Cladocarpus into an essentially

tropical hydroid at present. The natural question then arise

If Cladocarpus has been migrating for a long tims, why

hat it not yet been carried "beyond the ITorth Atlantic?

The answyfer to this is seen in a study of the depth 'dis-

tribution, which shows that Cladocarpus is most abundant in

Zones IV and V, or between 100 and 500 fathoms 1 depth, and

practically below the principal influence of ocean currents.

Ly to carpus is a genu3 of 20 species, and reproduces the

distribution of Plumularia and Aglaophenia. There are 6

3pecies in the Australian, Masc.-rene, and Test Indian, with

orT.y 2 common to the first and second, 1 common to the second

and third, and 1 to the first and third. Three "ascarene

species, however, are found in the Atlantic, Baking the

connection a little more certain. There are no South

American species except 2 in the Brazilian. Practically all
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the Pacific species belong to the Australian-Oceanic group,

Lytoearpus, like Plumularia and Aglaophenia, is most

abundant in Zone I, indicating that ocean currents are the

principal agents in distribution; like these two also it

arose in the Australian and was carried north-east through

the Pacific and west and north into the Atlantic to the

linits of its present distribution.

Antennularia and Kemertesia are very closely allied,

and have for a long time been considered as belonging to

the same or different genera, according to the individual

writer. Antennularia, as outlined by St echo

w

. includes

12 species, and ITemertesia 7.

Of the 19 species recorded, only 5 have been found

outsiae the Atlantic Ocean, 2 in Australia, 2 in Japan,

and 1 in ITew Zealand and Japan. Three of these are local

species. In the Atlantic Ocean, 12 of the 17 species

are local. The presence of 2 Atlantic species in the

Pacific ana not in the southern hemisphere indicates a

common arctic source, and we may reasonably assume that

the two genera, Antennularia and ITemertesia, had their

origin in aretic waters.

In depth, they predominate in Zones III, IV, arid V.

This may help to account for the comparatively small

distribution in relation to the long time which must

have been necessary to permit such a widespread differ-

entiation into species.
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We have remaining £5 genera and 58 species, all scat-

tered and mostly local. The 19 genera of only 1 or 2 species

each demonstrate the tendency of species to diverge into

separate genera after long periods of development, and fur-

nish a strong argument for the seniority of the Plumularidae

.

It will be noticed also that the depth record of these minor

genera shows the effect of migration amy from the continental

shelves "by indicating as many forms in Zones Iv and V as in

Zo nee I and II.

While it is difficult in seme cases to judge whether

a genus was of arctic or antarctic origin, the following

table indicates the nearest possible approach to accuracy

in that respect with the data at hand:-

Arctic:

-

Antarct ic:-
Species Sp ec i es

Antennularia 12 Plumularia 79
I^emertesia 7 Antennopsis( ?

)

6

Schizotricha 7 Mo no s ta echa e 2

Po lyplumular ia 2 Antenella 6

Monotheca 2 Calvinia 1

ITudi theca 1 Diplopteron 3

Antenellopsis 2 Hippurella 1

Cladocarpus 20 Callicarpa 1

Ophinella 1 Halopteris 1

9 genera, 54 sp. Thecocarxuis 9

Aglaophenia 88
Aglaoph enopsis 3

Ly to carpus 20
Halicornaria 23
Pyc no theca 2
llalicornopsis 1
Streptocaulus 1
Hemicarpus 1
Acladia 1
Heteroplon 1
Sciurella 1
Acanthocladium 1

22 genera, 252 sp.

There i3 no definite record for Gattya humilis ( Allman)

,

which is reported from "ITorth America."

«•••#•**** ***************
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SECTION V. Summary.

Factors in d i strl"b ut io n; -

Physical conditi ons

:

-

Sali nity:- Salinity is cf little importance in gover-

ning the distr ibuti cn of the hydroids. The amount of salt

in normal sea-water is about 35 parts per thousand, varying

"between 32 and 40 parts. There is little variation any-

where except close to the shores, where salinity is gener-

ally lower. Hydro ids have "been classed as euryhaline and

stenohaline, which are able to stand respectively much or

little variation in salinity, but since each hydro id group

contains many examples of both, salinity has little effect

on either structure or distribution. Regarding the fresh-

water hydroids, the almost universal opinion is that they

have either migrated from the sea into fresh and brackish

water or that they have been carried there, because of the

small number of such hydroids and the large measure of

inter gradat ion between fresh- and salt-water species in

the salinity of their habitats.

Pressure:- Pressure is of no discernable effect on

either the structure or distribution of the hydroids.

Light

:

- The photic zone, extending down to a depth of

500 fathoms, by no means limits the bathymetrical distri-

bution of the hydroids. Below the photic zone, phosphor-

escent light plays an important part in attracting food.

Experimentally, little has been done to show the direct
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effect of light on hydroids, and we may make only the gen-

eral statement that since hydroid life i3 more abundant

within than below the photic zone, light is an essential

part of the ideal environment for hydroid life, though it

is not indispensable.

Tempe rature : - There is a considerable seasonal varia-

tion in the ocean temperature, and some hydro ids endure

changes of 70 degrees P. or more. There is, however, no

seasonal variation in distribution attending these changes

in temperature. The life of hydroids depends largely on

the temperature of the water, since all marine animals and

plants have a maximum range of favorable and of endurable

temperature. The marked s im ilar ity between the littoral

and abyssal faunsa of polar waters and between polar littoral

and tropical and temperate deep-sea faunas has been the

subject of some comment, as indicating a repetition among

marine animals of Humboldt's Law, but this has never been

fully discussed.

Certain groups of hydroids live at present in polar,

temperate, or tropical waters, or in all three. Their

origin was in polar raters; th is belief is generally ac-

cepted now for the reasons that the hydroids are nearly

all temperate or polar in .".distribution and reach their

maximum development in cold waters , and that such scattered

geologic evidence as is available points toward an even
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more northerly «,nd southerly distribution than now exists.

During the Tertiary, polar waters were much warmer, and the

hydro ids grew up in polar regions, from which a large number

unable to stand the sudden drop in temperature, were driven

by the arctic and antarctic glaciers of the Pleistocene;

the only hydro ids left in polar waters were those able to

endure the extreme cold, and these today constitute our

arctic and antaxctic groups. The hydro ids which were

forced into warmer waters have continued their spread, both

horizontally and vertically, through all the waters of the

earth; horizontal migration has been aided by ocean currents

while the slower vertical migration has been due to the

natural spread of animals through a favorable region. In

some cases there has been a secondary horizontal spread

toward the poles

.

In general, hydroids accustomed to constant low temper-

ature have no free medusa-stage, and it is believed that

the inability of medusae to live in very cold waters is

responsible for the early migration of medusa-bearing forms

into warmer water. Further, medusae are seldom found below

the mud-line (about 100 fathoms), indicating a restricted

distribution for all medusa-bearing hydroids. Forms living

below the mud-line are more hardy, since the water at thut

depth is consistently colder. In temperate waters, medusae

are produced only during the warm season, and in tropical

waters throughout the year, indicating that hydroids are

limited in their range by the temperature during the

breeding-season.
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Teirperature is further responsible for the greater

variety and numbers among present tropical hydroids, be-

cause of the applicability of Van t 1 Hoff s Law to bio-

chemical reactions.

There is little ground for the early belief in an

archaic, abyssal fauna covering the whole world at great

depths •

Movements of Water:-* Agitation of the water develops

environmental variations, and although these are not con-

stant if quiet is restored, environmental forms are doubt-

less maintained by continuous activity of the waves.

So few hydroids are restricted to the tidal zone,

that the action of the tides on either structure or dis-

tribution is negligible.

Ocean currents are the most important single means of

spreading hydroids from their original. centers; they have

been of great effect by carrying medusae and planulae,

since the life-cycle of all hydroids includes one or both

of these free-swimming forms. Currents carry medusae much

more readily than planulae because of their greater size,

but since temperature places such limits on the favorable

environment for a medusa, the slow, steady action of currents

on the planulae is thought to be of more far-reaching im-

portance, and practically all cosmopolitan hydroids have

no free medusa-stage. Currents also transport materials
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to which hydroids are attached, and may even carry the hy-

droids themselves, in a few isolated instances.

ITa t ur e o f base of a 1 1achmen t : - Hydro ids are attached

mainly either to plants or to fixed physical structures.

The mcst abundant hydro id life is within the zone of algae,

down to 50 fathoms (Zones I and II.) Certain hydro ids are

often associated with red or with brown algae, sometimes

exclusively. The large masses of algae which are transported,

often for great distances, by ocean currents, carry with them

numbers of hydroids, ana some islands have received their

hydro ids almost entirely in this way.

Of the physical structures, rocks and stones bear the

largest number of hydroids; sand, gravel, and mud support

very few.

Molluscan shells are of great importance, and hydroids

al30 grow on other hydroid stems, live molluscs, worm-tubes,

bryozoa, ascidians, 3ponges, corals, crustaceans, and fi3hes.

A favorable base is essential for the welfare of a

colors, and hence is one of the most important conditions

affecting distribution.

Biologi cal Cond it i c ns

:

-

Hydroids are advanta geous to other arganisms in that:-

a) They serve as food for nudibranchs, gastropods,

fishes, etc. b) They afford a base of attachment for bryo-

zoa, algae, protozoa, diatoms, other hydroids, etc. c) They

give concealment to structures on which they grow.

Hydroids are disadvantageous to no animals except those

on which they feed. Thus they are of indirect, but of none
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the less great, benefit to other organisms, and, in the long

run, to man.

•»#*##*#****«**#*#*»*»####

Taxonomic Pi st r ibut ic n :

-

Clavidae: - 13 genera, 29 species. Confined largely

to the Continental and Mediterranean provinces and to Zone I.

The large proportion of genera to species indicates an early

and long-continued migration, and the original source was

arctic. The ir.ost important fresh-water genus, Cordylophora,

"belongs to this family.

Corynidae : - 16 genera, 51 species. An arctic family,

centering now about the llorth Atlantic, mostly in Zone I.

Though the Clavidae prefer algae as bases of attachment, the

Corynidae grow more abundantly on rocka, and are therefore

not distributed by transportation of their bases.

Plydrolar idae : - 1 genus, 1 species. The single species,

Lar sabellarus (Gosse),is local in the British Isles, and

lives in Zone I.

Bouga invillidae: - 16 genera, 95 species. An arctic

family, containing a large number of holarctic forms.

Distribution is widespread, confined mostly to Zone I.

Two faitly distinct groups in Atlantic and Paci rie indicate

a long-continued period of migration.

Pemar idae: - 6 genera, 12 species. An arctic family,

centering at present in the Continental-Mediterranean region,

whence it has spread to the West Indies. It is entirely

within Zone I.
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Eudendridae: - 1 genus, 39 species. Zudendrium centers

at present "both in the North Atla.ntic and ITorth Pacific,

practicably all forms found elsewhere belonging to these

two regions. Though of arctic origin, it has been carried

into the Mascarene and Antarctic, a condition for which the

shallow-water habit of the genus, which lives mostlj/ within

Zone I, is responsible.

Tubular idae

:

- 11 genera, 62 species. Except for the

cosmopolitan Tubular ia , the family is practically confined to

the North Atlantic, and is of arctic origin; there are still

many holarctic forms. Bathymetr ical distribution is mainly

within Zone I.

»»##********* *»**#***

A review of the Gymnoblastea shows certain conditions

common to all:- a) Arctic origin; b) Distribution mairly

within the ITorth Atlantic; c)Large numbers of local species;

d) Large proportion of families to genera, and of genera to

species---i . e . wide differentiation; e) Bathymetr ical dis-

tribution mainly with la Zone I.

We may conclude that the Gymnoblastea are subject to

greater variation than the Calypto'clastea, and that their

migration, on the whole, is of longer duration than that of

the Calyptobla3tea.

***********************

Kalecidae :- 6 genera, 66 species. Connecting link between

Gymnoblastea and Calyptoblastea. Halecium is of arctic origin ,
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and has distinctly related groups in the ITorth Atlantic

and ITorth Pacific. Llost of the other genera are found

within or south of the tropics, and are direct descendants

of Halecium. The family is more abundant in Zones II, III,

and IV than are the Gymnoblastea , a condition which tends

to retard distribution.

Cam-pan ul in idae: - 9 genera, 33 species. A distinctly

arctic family, most abundant in the ITorth Atlantic and ITorth

Pacific, which two groups are closely related. Very few

representatives are now in the tropics, and normal distri-

bution has been retarded by deep-water habits of the family.

Lafoeidae: - 11 genera, 7 4 species. An arctic family,

centering at present in the ITorth Atlantic and ITorth Pacific,

the two groups less related than the same groups of the Cam-

panulinidae. Lafoea is an Atlantic species, while Hebella .

Zygophy lax , and Bonne viella are Pacific species; Grammar ia

is divided. The geographical range has been extended into

the tropics in only a few case3, and the family lives in

even greater depths as a whole than either the Campanulinidae

of the Halecidae.

Campanular idae

:

- 7 genera, 138 species. Campanula r ia

(52 species) is most abundant in the South Alaskan, Eastern

ITorth American, Continental, and I'editerranean provinces, all

linked by common species, and indicating arctic origin by the

large number of holarctic species. Tropical and southern

forms belong almost wholly to the northern centers. The
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genus is most abundant in Zone I, and is seldom found below

100 fathoms.

Clyt ia (26 species) is equally abundant in 5 widely-

separated provinces, but a largo proportion of the species

are referable to a center in the Forth Atlantic. Elytia

lives almost wholly in Zone I.

Qbelia (27 species) is more widely distributed than

Clytia, and has developed Atlantic and Pacific groups. It

lives mostly in Zone I. Because of its wider distribution

and the fact that it bears medusae while Clytia and Campan-

ularia do not, Obelia is thought to have been the first

major genus of the family to migrate into warmer waters.

The family is of arctic origin, with the exception of

1 genus, Silicular ia , and is widely distributed. The small

number of -genera in relation to species indicates a shorter

period of migration than that of the Gymnobl as tea •

Synthecldae: - 3 genera, 16 species. Connecting link

between Campanularidae and Sertularidae . The family centers

about Australia, and is of antarctic origin; depth distribu-

tion is mostly within Zones I and II.

Ser tular idae : - 18 genera, 289 species. Sertularella

(96 species) is abundant in 5 widely separated regions,

but includes a large number of local species and has only

3 cosmopolitan species. The five centers are practically

distinct fro™ one another, but the antarctic origin of the

genus is shown by the small number of purely northern species
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and its outward spread from the original Australian center

can "be traced along the paths of the ocean currents. Its

migration lias been of long duration. In depth, Sertularella

lives mostly within Zones I and II.

Sertularia (60 species) also cent era about Australia, and

its Test Indian center was populated from Australia. It is

confined mainly to Zone I, and "because it3 distribution is

much narrower than thai of Sertularella, it probably took

place more recently.

Thu iar ia ( 40 species) comes from an arctic source, and

its present centers are eastern and western ITorth America.

Most of the species found elsewhere belong to one of these

centers. Thuiaria is evenly distributed through Zones I,

II and III.

Diphasia (25 species) is also an arctic ganus , with its

main center along the northwest coast of Europe, and a

smaller one in the ITorth Pacific. Migration 1ms been slow,

since the genus is most abundant in Zones II, III, and IV.

Selaginops is (20 species) is a typical holarctic genus,

and its spread into temperate waters has only ju3t begun.

It is most abundant in Zone II.

Abietinar ia (20 species) is an arctic genus, practicably

confined to the ITorth Pacific. It is most abundant in Zones

II and III.

Five genera and 109 species are of arctic origin, all

perfectly distinct from one another. Thirteen genera and
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18 species are of antarctic origin, and include Sertular-

ella and Sertularia and a large number of minor genera dir-

ectly descended from them. In general, the arctic forms

live in deeper v/ater than the antarctic forms, which helps to

explain the moa-e limited distribution of the former.

v Plumularidae:- 32 genera, 307 species. Aglaophenia

(88 species) centers about two regions, Australia and the

tut Indies, and nearly all northern forms are referable to

one of these centers. Because of the absenee of Aglaophenia

in South America south of Brazil, and the west-flowing

currents through the Indian Ocean, the genus is thought to

have been carried from the Australian center; connections

can be traced through the Mascarene and South African. It

is thus an antarctic genus. Aglaophenia is most abundant

in Zone I, and would tend to change rapidly on being intro-

duced into warm waters.

Plumularia (79 species) is also most abundant in Zone

I, and exhibits the 3ame plan of distribution Ml Aglaophenia.

Halicornaria (23 species) i3 in the earl: r stages of the

same migration. It3 center is around Australia, and most

existing species are referable to this center; the westward

spread has not passed the Mascarene to any great extent.

Depth distribution 3how3 Halicornaria nearly as abundant

in Zone3 II and III as in Zone I.
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Cladocarpus (20 species) i3 found mostly in the North

Atlantic, entirely north of the equator. Its center is the

We3t Indian province, and it includes 3everal arctic 3pecies.

It is thus of arctic origin, and is most abundant in Zones

IV and V.

Lytocarpu3 (20 species) is most abundant in Zone I,

and reproduces on a smaller scale the distribution of

Aglaophenia and Plumularia.

Antennularia and ITemertesia (19 species) are of arctic

origin, and have many species common to llorth Atlantic and

ITorth Pacific. Most of the species are local, and the

present limited range i3 probably due to the fact that the

genera are most abundant in Zone3 III, IV, and V.

The remaining genera of the Plumulariiae ar i small,

local, and as abundant in Zones IV and V.as in Zones I and II

.

Thi3 shows the natural course taken during the differentia-

tion of isolated species of a genus into separate genera,

during both horizontal and vertical distribution.

Nine genera and 54 species are of probably arctic ori-

gin; tw^enty-two ganera and 252 species came from the ant-

arctic. The Plumularidae are at once the oldest and the mo3t

highly specialized of all the hydroid f:umilies.

*******»»»» **************
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SECTI OIT VI. Conclusion..

All of the statements made heretofore regarding the

distribution of a genus or a family have been made with the

full realization that for a group of animals like the hj»

droids, which are collected mainly by mean3 of the dredge

and the tangle, any such statements are rendered inaccurate

by the extremely uneven distribution of dredging stations

in all parts of the world and at all depths. The inaccuracy

is unavoidable, since the statements are made from the study

of all the existing records, and it will require an enor-

mous amount of further dredging and collecting to alter sub-

stantially the general conclusions presented in thi3 paper.

The one thing left to be done is to summarize the

geographical and bathymetrical distribution figures for the

whole group of hydroid3, keeping in mind the fact that while

the actual figures given are necessarily inaccurate, they

will indicate vvhat is undoubtedly the truth for the group

as a whole. The figures given below represent the total

hydroid species found by present records within each of the

27 provinces and the 10 zones of depth.

We see at a glance that the hydro ids are preeminently

a cold-water group, having their present center in the Horth

Atlantic. Of the depth zones, Zone I contains by far the

richest hydroid fauna. The physical and biological condi-

tions surrounding them have been discussed in preceding

sections

.

Beyond this, no general statement can be made for the

distribution of the whole group.





Province: - Total Species

Atlantic Ocean:

-

Patagonian 49
Brazilian 29
West Indian 18 9
Eastern ITorth American 18 4
Arctic Atlantic 114
Arfctic European 157
Continental 229
Mediterranean 152
West African 87
South African 82

Indian Ocean: -

East African 39
Kerguelen 22
Uascarene 110

Pacific Ocean:

-

Hew Zealand 81
South Australian 160
North Australian 80
Oceanic 78
Japanese 144
Hawaiian 48
Arctic Asiatic 51
Arctic Alaskan 57
South Alaskan 159
Californian 88
Mexican 19
Peruvian 47
Magellanic 49

Antarctic Ocean:- 44

Zone of depth: -

I. 0-20 fm. 611
II. 20-50 fm. 318
III. 50-100 fm. 270
IV. 100-200 fm. 213
V. 200-500 fm. 160
VI. 500-1000 fm. 30
VII. 1000-1500 fm. 11
VIII. 1500-2000 fm. 6

IX. 2000-2500 fm. 4
X. Over 2500 fm. 4
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SL ILictorella JL
Scandia
Toichopoma / /

Trichydra
Zygophylax

/

-2. _?
Total:- o2<K
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*-o-o—

TOT"

^—

.

17

Campanulax Aa —2 o

T

/2~~

- i r

at J~ J2
Go no tliyr&ea cT >-? -2-

Ob el ia ? v? 1 J / I

Orthopyxis b JL 1

Silicularia
Th.auman"tias —

To tcil z 9 9 W A* i

nulc OX lid J- xcx * 7 o i

j

jjxi oXIlU o ^ J' PXllAO JL
X'Xv l«j ULXuUXUUl / -J /

tT // /" 7 ^ 3
Hydrallmania JL / i / /

1 I i 1 f / /

1

Odontotheca J 1 / / /

Jl /

/ £, I /
! Sertularella 3 <r 3o J

)

_z / 3 -2 /

Sertularia /o Jl -2- JL
Staurotheca Jl /

iStereotheca
Thuiella —
Thuiar ia f0> 9 lo 3
ThyroscyphUB —

Total:

-

/JL (J ?
pLUKUI AKIJIAEj -

Acanthella 1

Acanthocladium / /

Acladia
Aglaophenia JV J Jl 1 ^ /

Aglaophenops is / /

Antenella 3 ft •3

Antenellopsis ~L /

Antercnopsis /
Antennularia 3 * l

Callicarpa
Calvir ia 1

Clado carpus 1 /3 /* •3

Diplopter on -2 1

Gattya 1

Halicornaria // JL 1

Halicornopsis / 1 /

Halopteris / 1

Hemicarpus / 1

Heteroplon 1

Hippurella 1

Lytocarpus T /

Monostaechas / 2- 1

Monotheca
Hemertesia / 3 ,

Huditheca i c ,

Ophinella /
Plumularia 7f
Polyplumularia 1 /

Pycnotheca
Schdzotricha
Sciurella

/ 1

3 X- 3 a- »-

1

Streptocaulus f

The co carpus 3- 3 -2.

Total:- "7 t> 3 v3
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